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MASONS FOR

STATE

TClOIiEY GOLF

EDUCATION

XICAII CCUI3UL

ALBUQUERQUE.
Aug." 22. The
Masonic Grand Lodge of New Mexi
co at its last annual communication
created a revolving student loan fund.
The purpose of this fund la to aid
'worthy students, both young men and TO LOOK INTO RUM03S CF.
'young women, in acquiring an educa- MISTREAT
tion in the higher institutions of
MENT OF CITIZENS OF
!
iUS.
.1.1.
MO WW
icaiiiii 1,1 WHO DbaW MB
MEXICO LIVING HERE
where. While preference is given in
the administration of this fund to
The Hon. Francisco B. Salazar,
Masons, and the sons, daughters, and
in Gallup durrelatives of Masons, others can re- Mexican Consul, visited
ceive the benefits of the fund where ing the week to look into matters relative to conditions concerning citithought advisable by the Committee zens of Mexico who live
in thia vicinin charge.
In the administration of this fund ity. It appears that numerous re
the object is not so much to GIVE an ports have been made to the Consul
of this section, some1
education to few as to HELP a larger by Mexicans
number at a time when they most claiming one thing and some another.
need it. Preference is given to that all complaints reflecting on the sher
of McKinley county.
student who has already completed iff's department
Consul visited the sheriff and
one or two years of college work and The
went over the many complaints. The
who needs financial assistance in orsheriff was able to show by the jail
student
because
such
to
finish,
der,
great majority of
has the most to lose it for lack of calendar that thehooch
makers arrestand
bootleggers
to
abandon
he
is
compelled
money
and prosecuted by the sheriff's deed
otherwise
where
his work. Except
partment are citizens of Mexico. The
approved by the Committee, the Consul was shown that during a peramount of loans will range from iod of
only 15 days that 19 Mexicans
$25,00 to $200.00 to a student. Inter- were arrested
and prosecuted for
of five percent per an.
egt 'gt the
either bootlegging or making hooch. '
num is paid on the loans and they are
was pointed out to the Consul that
to be repaid after the student has It
not one of these Mexicans had been
secured employment.
prosecuted in the Federal court, but'
Since the Masonic student loan all
were
the local justice
fund is a revolving fund care in its of the taken before
if Fed-- 1
courts,
peace
whereby
for
and
is
administration
necessary
been filed against
had
eral
charges
recommen
and
that reason references
they would have been taken
dations are required by the Commit them that
from
their families, many of
away
It
tee before completing any loans.
whom have little children, and that all ,
is required- that the recommendation
would have been subject to deporta-- ',
of a Student Loan Committee in the tion.. Thia
leniency towards
institutjon attended by students ben citizens ofapparent
Mexico for violating a .
secshall
be
fund
this
from
efiting
Constitutional provision was an eye- ured. Loans are only made to stuopener to the Consul, and he express
dents of United States citizenship.
ed his appreciation to the sheriff for ;
Aplication blanks for the benefits such treatment
towards his country
loan
fund
and
any
of this student
men.
then issued an ad
The
(Jonsui
be
desired
can
further , information
the dress to Mexicans of this . vicinity.

VISITS GALLU?

labor. On that day the people pay
helr
to the great building McKINLEY COUNTY BANK rUK AUGUST 31 TU SEPT.
lorcea 01 me nations, mere is pro
4. AND LUNCHEONS AND
ALLEGED
AVro
FAILED TO OPEN ITS
iimv Ibably
w wmmia wwma
no country in the world where
DOORS
MONDAY
MORN"RANniTFTQ r.Ainnv VCin
ON ALLEGED L1SEL such a nigh percentage ox material
.
..
BIG MEET
CHARGE
ING, AUG. 20.
progress stands to the credit of organized labor, skilled and unskilled, as
'
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Aug. 21.
SANTA FE, Aug. 20Judge Hoi- - in the United States.
Monday morning, August 20, Galis making preparaImnan. aitinv
an niramlnfnv mncr- Albuquerque
The plans and specifications of ar- lup people were shocked to find
tions for the entertainment of the
latrate, this afternoon held Carl C. chitects and engineers would forever posted on the front door of the
County Bank this notice:
greatest gathering of golf players
Magee of Albuquerque, to the next remain on paper, did not the mighty
"This Bank is in the hands of the ever seen in New Mexico when the
Santa Fe county grand jury in the hand of labor transform them into
annual state tourney lis held here
on of one thousand dollars on a concrete structures for the lasting use State Bank Examiner."
31 to September 4.
B.
The
of
was
notice
and
of
the
benefit
L.
August
much
of
C.
Justice
by
signed
mankind;
libeling
charge
The meet is being held under the
J. Roberta. District Attorney Read raw material, vegetable, and animal, Gregg, State Bank Examiner.
was present but turned the handling would remain in its original state,
Up to time of going to press with auspices of the Albuquerque Country
of the case over to a special assistant were it not for the deft hand of labor, this issue, Friday noon, August 24, Club, and individual invitations have
J. H. Crist, one of the most noted by which we are now able to enjoy there has been no official statement been sent out by that organization to
criminal prosecutors of the west. The abundantly these gifts of nature in made to the public. Any other state- the members of all the golf clubs in
defense was conducted by Judge H an- the way of food, clothing and shelter. ment 'or rumors are without official the state, asking them to attend the
meet and to bring their families with
It is fitting and important that we foundation.
na and his partner, Fred Wilson.
The last official statement of the them. Replies already received indi-caWHAT PROSECUTION CHARGES bear these things in mind: that we
that at least 200 golfers, many
marvelous industrial ach McKinley County Bank, as published
The prosecution charges that Ma- - review the of
and give June 30, 1923, showed a total of de- of whom will bring their families, will
the
ievements,
ee, in the State Tribune, libeled credit where credit nation,
is due, to that mand deposits, $297,815.02; total re- be here for the tournament.
fndge Roberts by publishing the vast
In addition to the tournament pro
of men and women who sources and liabilities, $1,046,013.79;
army
of
as
a
that
Roberts,
charge
justice
compose "Labor," and without which loans and discounts, $865,858.31; cap- per a series, of entertainments will be
the supreme court, sat in the case of America
would surely collapse.
ital stock, $100,000.00; surplus,
provided for the visiting golf players
Alexander Read, present district atand their families.. The list of prizes
that New Mex
In
therefore,
order,
vs.
H.
J.
torney of Santa Fe county,
From those who were closely as- offered surpasses that of any state
ico may participate in the national
Crist, a contest over an election, and custom of honoring Labor, I, J. F. sociated with this bank and its busi- tourney ever held in New Mexico.
threw out six or eight hundred votes
The tournament will begin with, the
governor of the state of New ness we learn that the cause of the
for the purpose of preventing the Hinkle,
failure was on account of inability to drawing of partners for the qualifyof
the
virtue
Mexico,
by
authority
seating of a democrat and of seating in me vested
collect on loans and realize on invest- ing round which will take place Friprolaw do
a 'republican in the office of district claim Monday, bySeptember hereby
3, 1923, as ments or holdings.
day evening, August 31. The qualifyattorney; also that Magee charged
When the State Bank Examiner ing round will be played on Saturday,
day and a legal holiday in the
that this was an evidence of the char- Labor
New Mexico; and respectfully makes his report to the attorney gen- September 1, and (the championship
acter of Roberts, for "gall," "chican- state of that all
public offices be clos- eral, the next step will be for the flight, second flight, third flight, and
request
was
is
this
etc.
that
It
alleged
ery,"
consolation flight will be played on
ed and all business cease as far as court to appoint a receiver.
defam
followed by other publications
statement Sunday, Monday and Tuesday with
all churches and
We repeat:
No
official
that
permissible;
ing the reputation and character 01 schools, civic and patriotic societies has been made to the public.
the final championship flight of 36
Judge Roberta.
When the McKinley County Bank holes taking place on Tuesday, Septassist the labor organizations of the
ROBERTS DID NOT SIT
state in preparing suitable programs closed its doors H. V. Blinkensderfer ember 4.
The entertainment program includJudge Roberts testified that he did for the day; and that the national was the cashier; T. F. Smalling, prees a number of informal luncheons,
not ait in the case. Jose D. Sena, flag be displayed on all public build- sident: Sam Bushman,
clerk of the supreme court, was put ings as a tribute to Labor.
with the following directors: Mrs. dinners, bridge parties, dances, and
Done at the executive office this Jennie Morello, Sam Bushman, T. F. receptions, to which the families of secured from the Chairman of
on the stand with the records and
them in very plain terms that
established the fact that Chief Jus- 21st day of August, 1923.
Smalling, T, E. Purdy, C. C. Manning, visiting golfers will be invitedr
Masonic Student Loan Committee, telling
The list of prizes includes a state Francis E. Lester, Mesilla Park, N. if they wished to live in the United
tice Parker and District Judges Leahy
Witness my hand and the great seal r . L. Evans and T. J. Allison,
must obey the laws
States that
The McKinley County bank was or- championship cup, a runnerup cup, M., or
and Hickey rendered the decision. It of the state of New Mexico.
through the Secretary of the of this land, they
otherwise they should re
J. F. HINKLE,
waa also established by the records
Masonic Lodge.
ganized in 1904, and its first place of golf record cup, and a qualifying
nearest
available
to Mexico.
Governor.
was in the rock building on dal going to the contestant who has
that but one hundred and fifty-nin- e
Editors Note: Those living in this turn
Speaking of the good effect of the
ballots were involved. Copies of the Attest:
the corner of Coal avenue and Third the lowest medal score for eighteen vicinity can obtain all necessary inof Consul Salazar, Sheriff
SOLEDAD C. CHACON,
State Tribune were introduced in evistreet, now occupied by the Cory gro- - holes in the championship round,
formation by applying to W. R. Cre-ga- r, address
Mvers stated that since the Consul's
v
dence and identified, also the fact that
Secretary of State.
eery store. Edward Hart, Oscar Any member of any recognized golf
Gallup.
visit here that his office had not been
It was circulated in Santa Fe county
Beasley, Phineas Wells and Perry club in New Mexico is eligible to en- called upon to arrest a single Mexi- established.
Wells, and others were the or gam- - ter the tournament,
n.
PARTY
at
contestants
the
are
All
was
BANK
Edward
Hart
eligible
VEGAS
presiany
zers.
TO
LAS
STAND
CALLED
MAGEE
We trust that the advice as given
Oscar Beasley was the cash- - time, whether previously defeated or
and
dent,
for
the
witness
the
first
was
Magee
Consul Salazar will have a lasting
win the golf record cup which
to
not,
by
ier.
defense and he admitted the publicaMEET SEPT. 16 At the time that Oscar Beasley will be given to the lowest contestant
and good effect on the citizens of
TO
TO
LIQUIDATE
acknowoffensive
the
article,
of
tion
Mexico who are making their homes
withdrew from the bank Mr. Hart in any part of the tournament who
ledged that he was mistaken as to the
us.
Uncle oam is we most
and with-- ; equals or reduces the golf course reamong
its
as
president
resigned
was
told
he
facts and testified that
liberal hearted man on earth. He
C. N. Cotton cord of S3 strokes for the nine holes.
IN
this
FE
SANTA
AT
drew.
"THE
At
period
PRO
TO
man
EFFORT
AN
IN
a
in
the things published by
invites good behavior from all foreig
GARDEN OF THE GODS" became interested in the bank and
whom he had confidence and that he
DEPOSITORS;
TECT
ners. He offers proper protection to
as
Mr.
the
Hart
citi-Tsucceeded
president.'
American
which
fellowman,
AS ANNOUNCED BY MRS.
liberhad not verified the statements.
REACHED BY all people, and toin return for the"Uncle
-- ,,.
bank grew and prospered. New
t mai thoao few
jomar,Aa
It was brought out on
all people,
KELLAM
al treatment
became
DIRECTORS
OF
and
necessary
VOTE
quarters
remarkS
to
as
to enlighten you
larger
why
that John Simms, an attorney
Sam" demands that our laws and custhe bank next located on the cor- ftCceDted the responsibilities of a
of Albuquerque, had told him the COLORADO SPRINGS, Aug. 21. and
be respected and obeyed.
toms
Wurm
build
Anthe
22.
now
ner
N.
occupied by
M., Aug.
LAS VEGAS,
position handling hundreds of thou
tliinirH carried in the statement. Mr. New Mexico has invited the National
'.
o
v
ing.
sands of dollars and carrying a bond nouncing this morning at the opening
Woman's party to present its next
air-!Magee maoe an
nanaa
in
tne
next
The
change
five thousand dollars, for hour, 10 o'clock, that the directors
fog the name of his
ceremonial equal rights pageant at ectorship found Tom Quebedeaux and th twenty
miserable compensation of twenty had last night voted to voluntarily
H was forced out of Wrn
A.
e
bucceed-ifivMrs.
Arthur
through
F. B. Gallagher interested,
dollarg a month( a gaary any suspend operations for the protection
Mr. Magee
May Be
v'i Kellam of Albuquerque, Chairman of ing yueDeaeaux ana uajiagner iu"uchild might
earn with very little cf of its
the Plaza Trust and
Simms had
Mexico branch of the party. Sam Bushman and T. F. bmallingij
depositors,
rt The position of Town Treasurer Savings bank, one of the oldest bankMagee was mistake"
Mtb. Kellam is- - now in Colorado with me Dunn. ouwuujB
SANTA FE, N. M., Aug. 23. At a
has been simply a posi- jj
Id! Springs helping with the preparations man continuing till the banks failure. tionandof always
ing institutions in this section of the meeting of depositors of the Capital
and honor.
duty
is
and
prefor the production there which is to L. N. Cary, now cashier of the M
state, ceased functioning
City bank, now in the receiver's
r- - "- - -mined ujv m
the
chants Bank, waa
by the
paring to liquidate.
hands, Jose D. Sena was made a comrnnntv
the statements as they were made
The situation is declared to be the mittee to interview the district court
McKinley (unty Bank as
to Approximately
him by Mr. Simms,
Mrs. Kellam said in parti "Every er. commencing with
and district attorney's office in re
b a bond ot ,10l. culmination of a status of business
DEMURRER OVERRULLED
Mr. mfiQ0M covered
the earnings of gard to asking the attorney general's
to be the next one hon in December of 1906 Albarw
is
State
eager
fc d been approved by the depression affecting
the inability of a office to handle any criminal cases, if
The defense made n attempt w ored b the pre,entation of the equal
MerJdi8trict court Bnd further Becured by the institution and
demur to the entire prosecution on the ightg page8nt, but we women of the bank ineM
number of its stockholders to meet and rise from the closing of the bank
1916, when the
on
000
he
d
rf.
b
q
not a libelous
n
upon the institu- or employing a special prosecutor.
who g0 geldom have an
pound that it was
aJfieeB of the Town, clerk and Treasur- - the demands made Charles
we
P. Trumunder section '173d of the tunit to welcome Aiice Paul and her
tion. The cashier,
It was charged by speakers at the
overrun-wor- k
bull, receiving yesterday's deposits, meeting there had been loans in ex
Code, but the demurrer waa
gre m$,Mng every effort
n?VG
held all of these from entry into ac- cess of the legal limit.
d.
in Iroon Mirk Paul and her
now in these counts as a final
nr. i"!rlt cave Magee a
out here for as long a time as they Kinley County Bank took over the jtones, the city's funds
protection to the debonds
and this morning notice was
cross examination. He drew
can be spared from the Party work at First National, T. F. Smalling became banks are amply protected by
positors
Sits
of the amount deposited in posted that the bank had closed.
fact that Magee has been a member Washington. There can be no doubt MonHfinH with the McKinlev County in excess
,
each bank.
with
a
was
capbank
of the bar for more than twenty but that the presentation of the pa Bank.
The,
organized
,
While
"The Constitution of' the United ital stock of $50,000 by the Reynolds
The McKinley County Bank, has
years; that he is of the opinion that geant will do more than any other
his methods of attack upon his ene- method could to bring the equal ever been identified with the commer States guarantees to every man a fair interests, prominent in financial inconmies are justified and that he influ- rights cause to the attention- - of the cial and business growth of Gallup. trial and that he is innocent unui terests in New Mexico and El Paso, WASHINGTON, Aug. 23. Chairall proven guilty. I only ask that judge-goo- d Tex. Its last statement issued at the man Hammond of the coal commissiders Judge Roberts' a sinister
public, and to promote the proposed Its failure is deeply regretted by
'
ence in the state, politically.
and as evidence of thisment be withheld until all facts are close of business June 30 shows a de- sion conferred late today with Preto the federal constituamendment
people,
The defense admitted the publica- tion: 'Men andi women shall have regret all good people of Gallup and .known. If I can then be held respon-vicini- crease from $524,926.66 to $399,211.-6- 1 sident Coolidge and said afterward
of
refrained from being drawn sible for any loss, if there be a loss,
a statetions, admitted the untruthfulness
equal rights throughout the United
in
showing loans and the commission might make
the charges and the fact that the re- State and every place subject to its into any undue and excitable criticism 1 assure you 4 will willingly accept discountsresources,
ment. Asked if he planned further
liabiliIts
of
$269,482.71
untruthfulness
the
cords established
of the persons who had control of the thp hnrilen.
.
he replied:
'
jurisdiction.'"
ties shrunk heavily ' during the six intervention,
"Very truly yours,
And, as furof all the articles charging Judge
not at present. We are going
seventy-fift- h bank and its business.
the
"No,
celebrates
The
pageant
individual
with
deposa
months
in
acted
judiesperiod
"BRIDGE HARDING,
Roberts with having
tn let the miners anH operators walk
' anniversary of the first Equal ther evidence of the respect and
its falling from $176,210.64 to
"Town Treasurer."
cial capacity in that case.
the floor by themselves for a while."
convention in America, which teem of the people who are identified
Rights
Borrowed money increased
of
o
MAGEE FLIES UNDER
22, 1923.
was held in Seneca Falls in 1848, and with the bank, the better element
N.
M.,
Aug.
"Gallup,
from $50,000 to $70,000 during that
COVER OF CONSTITUTION which published to the world a "De- our citiznship refrained from any
misfor
"I, Non A. Walden, Town Clerk, period.
Big House
Just as the hearing was drawing to claration of Sentiments" in ' which semblance of capitalizing thetheir
own of the Town of Gallup, as employee of
STATE FUNDS SAFE
a close Magee, the defendant, refused women demanded for the first time tune of the bank's failure to
Dance
,
SANTA FE, Aug. 23. The state
the public under the direction of the
to answer certain questions asked by full and complete equality with men. advantage.
One of the sound and notable lea- - Board of Trustees, make the follow- had $4,500 in the closed Plaza Trust
Mr. Crist, claiming the constitutional It was presented for the first time
and Savings bank at Las Vegas safeWith the completion of the Inter- bank's ing statement:
that the
in Seneca Falls, last month, and was tures in connection with thenot
right for
the "There was at the time of the clos- guarded by a $5,000 surety bond, and Tribal Ceremonial Exhibit Hall, a big
offered protection from mak- so extraordinarily successful that the failure was that there was our
,
sliehest inclination among
peo ing of the McKinley County Bank, San Miguel county deposits totalled dance will be given next Wednesday
ing answers that would Jncriminate
Party decided to bring it to every
b y $30,000 night, August 29, and everybody In- of the August, 20, 1923, on deposit in the $10,006.65, protectter
banks
other
on
the
to
sus"run"
to
court
the
double
ple
to
looked
the
state in the union, with
him, and
to a man expressed con Town Clerk's accounts, general fund, surety bonds, it was ascertained at vited. This dance will be in the
tain his objection. Judge Holloman purpose of honoring the memories of citv almost
of a "house warming" for the
business stability of the $623.60; water fund, $3,795.91, which the capitol today.
in
the
fidence
of
sustained Magee's objections, saying: the great women of the pqst, and
o
the
made
hall. The floor space is
collections
new
exhibit
during
represent
in
"Any criminal has the right to plead promoting the proposed federal community,
Mcbalance
The
will be special music
the
of
There
30x80.
that
fact
of
the
month
Because
August.
Service
this section and refuse to answer any amendment. It is composed of a profor the occasion. Tickets will be sold
Bank held considerable these two funds are transfered
him- cessional of five hundred
carCounty
incriminate
Kinley
would
that
girls
question
at $1. Ladies free.
The Gallup Herald re- monthly to the Treasurer.
self, as no criminal could be forced to rying the purple, white and gold ban- public funds,
0
Bridge "I am bonded with surety bond of
from
furnish the evidence that would con- ners of the woman's Party, and of two quested statements
' of the town of the National
24.--Surety Company, to the
Boom
ALBUQUERQUE,
vict himself, under our constitution." tableaus. One presenting the 1848 Harding, treasurer
Aug.
Oallun: from Non A. Walden, clerk of Town of Gallup, in tne sum oi rive meeting of K. C Kartchner
of the
0
Convention, with all of me quaint cosDominick Thousand Dollars.
from
of
town
the
Gallup;
Indian Cere
Manzano
with
forest
the
one
and
showing
the
tumes of
time,
A.
WALDEN,
"NON
McKinley County,
board at Gallup yesterday resome of the great pioneer women of Rollie, treasurer of have
.
"Town Clerk." monial
furnished the
officials
sulted in the approval of a forest DENVER, Aug. 23. Hubert Work,'
the state in which the production and these statements:
107
takes place. The pageant is planned following
County Treasurer Rollie made the( service exhibit here Sepember 13, 14- secretary of the interior, in a letter
statement:
and 15, at the second Annual Inter- written to a political friend here and
in each state by Hazel "TO THE PEOPLE OF GALLUP:
directetd
and
skefollowing
18.
The
MONROE, La., Aug.
is
on Tnbal Indian Ceremonial.
who
made public here today advocates the
elected
Dublic
a
by
servant,
"As
of
you
Massachusetts,
has
$20,819.92
been
MacKaye
county
has
"McKinley
monster
leton of a
reptile
A concertive movement has started nomination of President Coolidge in
I feel,
woman
over
pageant
Bank,
to
the
interests,
watch
in
greatest
your
the
County
McKinley
probably
and
surveyors
deposit
found by engineers
in justice to you and myself, and lor protectetd by $21,500.00 surety bonds at Gallup to secure a summer play- 1924 and predicts the president's elec-isproducer in the country.
near Junction City on the Louisiana-ArkansO
in the Fort Wingate division tion will follow.. Secretary Work
the
idle
at
rest
of
'
the
putting
purpose
,
state line.
by the National Surety Company of ground National Forest.
tocabinet
is
What
member
the
the
of
the
which
of
first
are
rumors
atiH
malicious
being
also
JUDD
GOES
M.
York
in
and
a
Denver,
New
by
NEILL
The skeleton, which was found
Milk Ranch offers the announce himself in favor of the pre
TO ARIZONA AND UTAH spread, that a public statement is due
hv a member of the party is ten
personal surety bond signed by known as the
from my office, giving all the facts T. E: Purdy, Sam Bushman and T. F. most suitable place. In a conference sident's nomination as republican
feet long and is well preserved. It
the Kiwanis can standard bearer next year.
Neill M. Judd, in charge of the ex- as they actually exist.
Smalling. The personal surety bond with the secretaries of
has 107 ridges, indicating the age of
my whole life in Gal was approved by the District Court, club and the Chamber of Commerce,
the reptile to have been not less than cavation work nf the Pueblo Bonito "Having spent
CONCORD, N. H., Aug. 23. First
leave on Sept- lup, I think I may safely assume, my and by the County Commissioners as Mr. Kartchner advised them that the
."
. prehistoric ruins, willl
107years.
forest service already , had this in Assistant Postmaster General John
to a Board of Finance." ,
,
When the snake was found an aged ember 10 for Arizona and Utah to character is lairiy wen Known
mind and was planning to improve H. Bartlett, issued a statement here
Mr. everyone. Likewise, I think it is quite
negro living near told the party there look after work in those states. about well
Under a Santa Fe date line the Al- the area as funds became available. today announcing himself as a canunderstood that I am not and
that had Judd will return to Washington
was a monster rattle-snak- e
I have buquerque Herald carried a newa item
This old ranch has one of the few didate for delegate to the republican"
the entire country terrorized sixty December. Mr. Judd states that the never have been a politician:
endeavored to uphold my itating that State Funds on deposit excellent springs of the region, and national convention next year and de. .
most
wonderful
is
Pueblo
Bonito
the
to.
the
set
slaves
always
fir
The
years ago.
Bank are the' location makes it a place of trn- - finitetly pledging himself to Support;
woods and the snake was never again prehistoric mini in America. He will duties aa a citizen and when called In the McKinley County
Calvin Coolidge for the presidency. (
bonds.
to
usual beauty.
the
aiauaaad
aurety
by
about
responsibilities
protected
return
her
upon
said.
May.
he
In that vicinity,
.
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Free Delirery For Citf Trade
Ore Ua Trial And Sara Money
BEST SHOWING PLACE 01 THE NORTH 8IDB
North First Street

CEDAR and PINON

Stove Length
05.00 Per Load
ICE
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then
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Good Vision is the

Prompt and Careful Attention
of a Competent Optometrist.
"
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GOLDEN PURITY
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Who will succeed Harding as party leader Is a
question being asked.
Accwdlng to opinions of various party leaders the following are
listed as candidates for the 1024 Republican nomination: 1 President
Cool Idgev sure to tod;
Johnson, sure; 8 Charles K. Hagbes
probal.Ie; 4 Will Hays. pro.able; -- Dr. Albert Shaw, editor and "dirt"
farmer, xsfrfble convention com promise ; ft Leonard Wood, probaUe'
7 Holrt UPoIlettt, probable; and 8 Herbert
Hoover, probable.

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

iram

With Leader of Party
Gone, Many Senators
Become Ambitious

is the opinion on every side among tive candidate.
politicians.
Johnson was blocked at Chicago
COOLIDGE'S NEW PRESTIGE
three years ago in the famous three-wa-y
deadlock between his forces,
Heading the "sure to run" candidates
is President Coolidge, who's those of Governor Frank O. Lowden
new prestige disconcerts the plans of and General Leonard Wood. Of these
many Republican chiefs.
WASHINGTON,
They had three Johnson is regarded as a "sure"
Aug.
the next National convention
less never considered the possibility of the candidate and the former Illinois gov
ernor a potential one.
than a year off one of the h r nrnb laconic ana reserved
Jems confronting the Republican Par runnnig for the party nomination.
It is probable that Senator La Fol-ty is selecting a Presidential Can- Now Mr. Coolidge is in a position to lette of Wisconsin, will enter the ring
didate Is determining the type of man wield great influence in party coun- with the radical forces concentrating
around him.
cils.
to be nominated.
With the Internal struggle now evi - However, during the year and a
COMPROMISE POSSIBILITY
dent, each of the various divergent half President Coolidge has to serve
Among the farmers and publishers.
he
will
become
of
the arbitetr his own many leaders see in Dr. Albert
groups
Progressives, Conservatives,
uw uuarti, Kadtcais and other ele- fate. He has inherited the Harding a noted editor and publisher ofShaw,
"Rementsare anxious to Influence the administration, has pledged himself view of Reviews." and successful
selection of a candidate for President to carry out its policies, and there are "dirt" farmer, a
strong possible conand the determination of the platform many progressives who sympathize vention compromise
nominee
witn nis difficulties, especially the resident.
principles and policies.
The majority of leaders felt con- more conservative in the erouD. These
National political leaders at this
fident that President Harding would would like to see his administration time
are casting covetous eyes on
be nominated at the 1924 Republican a success.
Pennsylvania's- - 76 votes for the next
convention.
PROGRESSIVE CANDIDATE
and are wondenng where
As President he held in check many
While it is early to forecast, how- convention
will go. It is recalled that this
of these divergent elements of the ever, considerable portion of the nar- - they
vote carried Hardinar over the line in
pnrty and influenced the progressives ty'i leading men seem to favor giving
in 19Z0.
Chicago
-ana conservative alike to such an ex the honor to some prominent Republi
tent that they staged in line on maj can who appears to be reasonably Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania
or matters of party policy.
progressive but not radical. Others is well Known and is rated a Progres
Now that this actual and titular think that if Coolidge ii turned down sive. This is regarded as a good apleader la gone, a political turmoil of the party organization may turn to peal to Westerners, yet not of a varalmost unprecedented proportions has Hughes or Hoover.
iety which would alienate the east.
been precipitated in the Republican
of
State Hughes in the PLENTY OF FAVORITE SONS
Secretary
A number of Republicans are excabinet, was defeated by the history
party, .'
Almost overnleht the 1024 nomlna maKing nairoreadtn
margin in 1916. pected ot be brought forward aa fa
tion situation changed from that of a
Hoover has been a loyal supporter vorite sons. The Senate ia full of
as
oi late president Harding and has potential candidates Senator James
&ladd affair to planned to nominate
free-foa wide open
made the Department of Commerce E. Watson of Indiana. Senator Borah
all with no less than a dozen ambi- a businesi organisation,
of Idaho, Senator Wads worth of New
tious candidates In the field. A batIt is regarded as (certain that Sen York and Senator Pepper of Pennsy
tle In which every element of the par- ator Hiram Johnson, former running lvania. There seems to be no limit
ty will take part. That the next con- mate tor xneoaore Kooseveit on the to senatorial ambitions in this 1924
vention will.bi
hotly contested one Progressiva ticket, will become an ac Republican nomination wrangle. .
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Tread bite through
mud or snow to solid

footing beneath.

That powerful grip
means safety, and it
means economy, too;
for it insures against
spinning wheels, loss
of traction and undue engine strain.
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0rt
ft,
lie chureh Triday morning at nine
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iirom Ainuqueroi jwonnay mommg,
M
Am
v illlC
she went to attend the wedding to Trinidad, where he will spend sev- exit,i
of
Harry Harrington, of Albuquerque,
glome where 'bTether,
toW brfnf
eral weeks visiting relatives and old was a guest at the L. M. Kuhns home
H Is
WASHINGTON Aug.
ft W ronfft mistress gone, his 'master dead, 1
B
ym V tM
Bardener were calling on Gal- - Grandma Hamilton has received
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aw
die Bo today also left the White 'Muriel
Ph Monty Uk if K fail..
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House--,
Mrs. Harding has given the Iuw friends Monday,
Mr, Lee Newsum. who was pnysi- - the home of her daughter, Mrs. Agnes the home of Mrs. A. 0. Lebeck of
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ITS INJURY

ALBUQUERQUE LL7.ALD XilTORIAL

Confronted with the Necessity - of! comntii crbnal libel at will andgo
proving wie irutn 01 nts libel against unpunished Hagee undertook t o
Judge Parker, Carl Magee made no establish that principle by attempting
.effort, to prove the truth of his to intimidate the courts. Hinkle un
charge, but undertook to destroy the dertook to Confirm it by usurping the
court before which he was being tried. powers or the courts.
,'
Confronted with ther necessity of
Magee says that "equal rights lor
proving his charges of corruption all; special courts for none," were Inagainst Judge' Leahy, after confess- -' sured in New Mexico when Hinkle
ing premeditated criminal contempt stepped between him and the sup- '
against the courts, Magee made a tri- reme court, or between him and the
vial showing: of an effort bv trvinir penitentiary; But that is not the
to introduce hearsay and rumor 'and truth. The truth is that upon Magee's
impressions" as evidence in a court, demand Hinkle established a special
confronted with the necessity of court for Magee and the democratic
proving his charges in the state sup machine's organ, and went out of his
reme court or going to. jail, Magee way to assail a court against which
Hurried to 'the governor with a de- he did not have a line of evidence, in
mand for a pardon, to which Hinkle doing it,
, yielded
so completely that he joined
But in doing that Governor Hinkle
Magee in charging the court with cor- get up an official charge of corrupeven
without
ruption
having read the tion against our courts. That charge
evidence in the case.1
stands. Either the charge is just or it
!,
to
this
time
Up
Magee was franti- is unjust. Wrong exists on the bench
cally demanding an immediate special or in the executive office. It must be
v
session of the legislature as a court ousted from one or the other.
of impeachment, to try Judge Leahy.
To say that it should be' left to
Confronted with a growing demand
political campaign to settle is to say
.that these charges of corruption that
it is proper to capitalize wrong.
against the courts be proved in the doing,
just as Magee capitalized his
only court competent to hear them or libel and
criminal contempt cases to
he punished, if the charges be found
to public sympathy through
appeal
false, Magee says the "responsibility
and in order to
is on the governor," and that the misrepresentation
lor a partisan, political
whole matter should be left to sim- raise money
.:
mer until it can be made a partisan organ.
But
one thing Magee is right,
in
political issue in 1924.
'
In just one thing has- - Magee told The responsibility is on the governor,
the truth, in connection with this af- "Equal rights for all; special courts
fair. No matter by what means Ma- for none", must be restored in New
gee managed to unload it upon him Mexico. denies
that he is boss of the
Magge
the responsibility is upon Governor
Hinkle. The charge Hinkle has laid democratic machine. He denies that
paper is the democratic machine's
against Judge Leahy, and against the his
other courts by officially supporting official organ. He says he is the ori
untrammeled exponent of free
Magee's campaign against them, must ginal, and uncontrolled
and unconhe tried and the facts proven beyond speech
trollable press and that the only thing
question, so ' that whichever side is that moves
him is a yearning for the
guilty of wrongdoing may be punished and confidence in all branches of dawn of a new day when civic right
unselfish public service
our government restored, in and .out ousness and
of New Mexica. The man who would can sell bonds to the public without
leave this question to fester for a taking out a blue sky permit.
The democratic party bosses met in
year or more, until it can be made a
partisan political issue is a public Albuquerque and agreed to finance
'
Magee's paper after the shoestring
enemy.
Magee says that free speech and had run to its end. It may be that
freedom of the press have been re they didn't want to do it, but they did
established and made ' safe in New it, after Mogee had threatened to tell
Mexico because Hinkle pardoned him what he knew about them.
Some of the democratic party
out of jail and relieved the democra
tic party organ of $4,050 of fines. bosses said they didn't approve of
Neither freedom of speech or of the Magee's effort to destroy the courts
press was ever threatened. The only in order to let himself out of accountquestion ever involevd as to the press ability for criminal libel, but Arthur
was whether or not a newspaper can Seligman, democratic national committeeman; George H. Hunker, democratic state chairman; Bronson Cutting, owner of the assistant democratic party organ, etc., went on Magee's bond following his convictions.
Maybe they didn't want to do it, but
;
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See Our Special Low Prices on

Men's Work Shoeo and
Children's School Shoes

l

Parity

Gallup will never again have such an opportunity to
Buy Such Good Standard Shoes at Our Present Exceptional Low Prices
REMEMBER YOU BUY GUARANTEED SHOES
AT BARGAIN PRICES
LOOK AT THESE PRICES
CHILDREN'S SCHOOL SHOES
Black and Brown,
Sizes 5 to 8

ta

PaoktpJ

your

FAMOUS

1 lb. Best Coffee
New Potatoes per lb.
Toilet Soap, per bar
25 lb. Flour
5 lb. Lard

WE

.

i

.
i

-

.

-- -'
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MID-SUMM-

ER

PRICES

--

Reduced prices on all Summer Goods, and the Stocks
comprise many articles of Millinery Novelties Handmade Center Pieces, Towels, Guest Towels, Tatting by
Felts,
the Yard, Tatty Baby Caps, New
Soft Felts, and New Goods arriving daily.
Mid-Summ-

er

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTINO
HAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

A

P

and

Kangaroo Kid, Black and Brown
Regular $15.00 Value
,

YOUR PRICE NOW

POftO

TQ

Goodyear Welt, Rubber Heels

Black, Brown or Two Tones,
Sizes 9 to 121212 to 2

MEN'S OXFORDS

$2.95
----

Black and Brown

$2.25 up

UP

10c

ALL LADIES AND MISSES
SHOES AND OXFORDS
All Colors

UP

EDUCATOR SHOES

$8.50

Per Pair

and Two Tone

25 to 50 per cent off

MEN'S WORK SHOES

$1.95 up

Remember this Shoe is Guaranteed Leather Throughout and Satisfactory in
Every Respect

rams Shoe Store&S top
JOSEPH
Proprietor
10)

f2

DELIVER

j

SCUFFERS
12a to 2, tfQ

...... $44 1)

MEN'S SHOES
THE FAMOUS PACKARD

CHILDREN'S HOSE

95c

NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY

High Heels

GIRLS SHOES

$2.25

$1-0-

CASH and SERVICE
STORE

UP

and

Boys and Girls, Sizes
Black and Brown
'

tPl.tO

LADIES HIGH TOP SHOES
Black and Brown Kid
d?0 OC
Low or

BUSTER BROWN

)

15c
15c
10c
8c
32c
44c
7c
5c

.

Butter Fresh Eggs

.

EDUCATOR

uuimo- -

SAVE MONEY
Canned Corn
Canned Peas
No. 1 Can Tomatoes

$ ladOuP

BOYS AND GIRLS SHOES
(fr fl Aff

money,

'

O

"I

Black and Brown,
Sizes 8Va to 12

.

reajjunsiuiiity

Come Early and Save Money

WITHANEWPAIR

did.

ineir

to Buy

EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED TO GIVE FULL
SATISFACTION OR WE WILL REPLACE THEM

men. lifted S4.050 of fines from the
democratic party organ, adjourned
the courts and the law in Magee's
behalf and tried and convicted Judge
Leahy of corruption .without a line of
before
evidence
h l m. MayDe ne
didn't want to do it. but he did.
Maeee says he isn't the democratic
machine's boss. He says "the respon
sibility is on the governor." He says,
"there is corruption in our courts, but
let it ride until the next state elec
tion, in he meantime we have a nice
campaign issue, and the TriDune nas

I

taaMiaKe

Now is the Time

Governor Hinkle said the New Mex
ico courts were clean courts. Governor Hinkle said he didn't approve of
Masrees newspaper methods. Gover
nor Hinkle said he wouldn't attempt
to usurp the authority of the courts
Governor Hinkle said he hadn't re
ceived a single official charge against
Judge Leahy. But Governor Hinkle
forgot all these former statements in
48 hours after Magee demanded a
Dardon.
Governdr Hinkle issued
pardon, relieved the democratic party
Doses oi

2V

fcVLKY THING GOES
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U
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mammoth stock
Nothing Reserved
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This Biff Clenrantv
Shoes Sale includes every
pair of bhoes in our

'

Take
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N IC ARTESI,

Coal Avenue

and Third Street
SHOE BARGAINS

Making Paper
By New Method
DETROIT, MICH.-Woo- d
pulp
produced from hard wood for use in
attainment
is
latest
the
paper making
at the River Rouge plant of the Ford
Motor Company.
It is the first time in the history

the paper manufacturing industry
hard wood has been successfully
converted by what Is known as the
"soda process" into pulp so that it
C0U1Q De Utilized in me proaucuun ui
paper and therefore is an achievement
Hereto
nf nufaitandirig imDortance.
fore, spruce, popular and similar soft
woods have been looked upon as the
only kinds available for paper manu
facture.
Experiments covering several
months were carried on before the
River Rouge plant paper mill finally
developed a process whereby hard
wood could be used in the making of
pulp. Now manufacture is being successfully carried out on a large scale
with plans under way for increasing
of- -

that

Gallup's Exclusive Fo otwear Store
SHOE BARGAINS

SHOE BARGAINS

production as soon as new equipment
thick, of firm body, water proof and higher standards of manufacture so
can be installed.
The development of the new process exceptionally durable.
,.,
as to bring the utmost in quality.
enables the Fprd Motor Company to
The mill, operating on a twenty-four-ho'
use all of the scrap pieces from its
PIANO
schedule, daily produces
g
plant at River Rouge, 26,480 finished pieces and in addition v
A
At
Big Discount
thus effecting a new economy in ium,
turns out 1,000 boxes for shipping A piano of fine quality left on our
ber conservation.
hands in public warehouse will be sold
'
The scrap lumber goes into a great purposes.
This latest development at the Ri- at once. No reasonable offer of price
machine where it is chipped, and then
carried by suction pipes to an inv ver Rouge plant is in keeping with and terms refused. Write today for
mense dicester.
the company's general policy of eli- full information to The Knight-Cam- p
About 18,000 pounds, or nine tons, minating waste wherever possible bell Music Co., Denver, Colorado.
of chips are placed in the digester for and of continually setting new and
one batch and average about 75 per
cent hard maple, the reminder of oak,
ash and other hard woods, To these
are added 4,500 gallons of caustic
ALL KINDS OF
solution of sufficient strength to refibre
duce the chips to a
AND
under seven hours cooking at 110 lbs.
CHOICE
steam pressure.
'
When the digesting process is
SAUSAGE, CURED AND SALTED MEATS
completed the fibre is pumped into
cleansand
machines
thorly
washing
ed. It comes out 100 percent wood
fibre ready for paper manufacture.
SQUARE DEAL I.IEAT
Production at tbe mill at present is
confined to that of a superior quality1
binder board, .075 to .080 of as inch
,
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MOM "SCANDAL"

Siace

tts "ilkrti

scandal" on the

of Oallua Hr tiia Mtll
nt M fnm
rn-- "
"bfasket
to
now
there
be
ccxndal"
a
hotel,
appears
epread over
certain puces in. Gallup. Probably the "blxnket scandal" is for
the purpose of creating a smoke screen to bide the Roma1 hotel
"alleged scandal." We don't know. Cut we do know that
these "alleged scandals" could have been pulled four or five
yean
just as easily as they are being pulled now. And, as
it is never too late to mend a wrong, it may be considered well
that these "alleged scandals" are being instituted now, rather
man later, or possibly never had not action been instituted
against the Roma hotel.

flip Hint

ao

BANKS AND BANKERS

Do You Wear a

Banks are just as safe and just as strong and not one cent
stronger than are the people behind them. It doesn't make any
difference what the name of a bank may be, nor does it make
any difference as to names of those behind banks, the fact
remains and ever will remain that banks are just as sale ana
'
strong as are the people who are behind them.

THE GOAT: In every crisis, in every pinch, in every
Stetson?
comer, some one, it seems, must be the "aroat." Yet. in everv
t.
crisis, in every pinch, in every corner, "there are others " just
as surely as "birds of a feather flock together." No matter
wftat the crisis, pinch or corner, whether playing poker, drink
have worn Stetson hats
ing oooiieg nicer, or wnat; some one must be the "goat." And,
IF youdon't
we are reminded of the story of the bunch of hvoocrits. who.
have to tell you
when told by the Jesus, "let the one among you who ara with.
REGULATION OF IMMIGRATION
and quality.
their
about
style
out ein cast the first stone." and then all slunked awav till th
You
interested
will
to hear
be
Christ was left alone.
Farmers in particular will be interested to learn of the
that tHa new styles are ready.
study given to immigration and to know that research shows
IMPOSSIBLE:
Any man or woman, and it makes nn Hif.
If you have never owned- one
that climate remains a dominating factor in determining the ference
whether
church choir singer, amen corner church
who,
sections of the country that are .to be the future abiding places
of these remarkable hats, then
a sue.
goer, banker, poker player, merchant or bum.
of those who come to our shores. Previous occupation plus cli- cess
let us show them to you. We
01 tneir business and drink
bootleg liker. It is impossible
mate seems to settle the Question.
can tell you how they wear.
The movements of our new arrivals demonstrate this fact torisany numan oeing ro oe a success and drink bootleg hooch,
men
Their smart style and rare qualand women to exercise their better
impossible for
In no uncertain way. A large percentage of the Scandinavian
while
of
influence
noiaonoua
under
the
udgement
dona.
Sue.
ity will be evident at a glance.
arrivals have already departed for the farms of the Dakotas, cessful men and
women
who
those
are
sense
have
to
enough
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois.
This climate influence has its advantages, but also it has neep sooer.
its disadvantages. Large numbers of foreigners settling in
HOPE FOR BETTER: And now Gallun must uffr th
block formation presents an increasingly difficult problem. It
oaa
news
means that the absorption of Americanism is rendered much and we 01 suits beinir filed to close un Dlaces of nrnstitntinn
that
attempt at "smoke screening" will fail
slower, which is not unimportant, as our immigrant population we nopehope tne any
STETSON HAT HEADQUARTERS
nroner enforcement of law airjdiiH nlWoH
ior
is entrusted with the vote.
of bawdyism we hone to be able to Pst.ahlisVl mir pin 5m
places
In New York we find, for example, the Italian quarter, for
things better than the ability to "smoke screen" conditions
where the residents take years to become even approximately
to save the lousy hide of one hell-holjust
American. They speak their own language almost exclusively
They read Italian newspapers. Their homes, their food, their
SELLING FRIENDSHIP: When engaged in a game of NEW BUICK DOUBLE
every activity, remain Italian for years. Were they scattered
Another Denver
"just
friendly poker," and you have passed the $5 stage, you
BRAKES, DOUBLE SAFETY
the time."
they would be Amencanized in
can
bet
that
friendship has ceased, and from thmra nn if ia
In regulating immigration from each country it might be
Bank Goes Under
By Dudley Glass
wise for the Congress to take climate plus the needs of Ameri just plain poker win all you can and keep all you win. And
the path of the human family is strewn with the wreckage.
(In the Atlanta American)
'
can industry into consideration.
,
: "If I could have
DENVER, Aug. 23. L. B. Perkins,
stopped my car two
-

can-ma-

ke

LEBECK &.WYLE

e.

:

one-twentie- th

;

,

feet

the

chairman of the board of directors of

wouldn't have
shorter,
White
the Interstate Trust company of Denmay buoy up the been hart:"
7
cod-fis- h
of
today confirmed the announcespirits
aristocracy, but never pays a dividend for one Tht last foot or two with your ver,
SHORTER HOURS, OR WHAT?
iota of character building, because there is no wholesome divi- foot jammed hard on the brake pedal, ment made last night by 0. J. Clark,
the brake bands shrieknig as the worn president that the institution's affairs
dend to be derived from such debauchery.
lining slipped, the heavy car going had been placed in the hands of the
The country generally will uphold Judge Gary, head of
state bank examiner. The bank is ona
reienuessiy on now many motorists of the
the United States Steel Corporation, in the decision to make the
have exDerienrad that faaiin0 ih
largest state banks in Denver.
Work Progressing at
before the smash which may have wilh deP.sits exceeding $2,000,000.
eight hour day a straight eight hour day and not a basic eight
v. vimii
uau& cuui
hour day. This change will put the acid test to the contention
meant serious injury 10 some one.
Progressive Speed perhaps
iner, is seriously ill at his home and
only a bent fender or two,
of labor that a work day of more than eight hours is harmful to
Just now, when the Atlanta Safe ne could not be reached today. Three
V
the workers.
are attending him. it was
.
Carpenters and workmen are mak- ty council is urging all motorists to doctors
.
ev
No one begrudges labor its right to a front line on the pay
ing all possible progress in building See that their 'Alltnmnhila kralroo
88lu,
the Ceremonial exhibit building and inspected
roll. It has been found, however, that after employers in some
and adjusted frequently.' .At 10 ocloclc' the "sua1 nur for
tne bank, a notice was
stand,
is
grand
there
the
repairing
fence,
interest in the four--1 the Penm
especial
have
conceded
the eight hour day the workers have
industries,
new road entrance and im- wheel brake,
Posted wnich stated that institution
making
a
common
-'
pracalready
continued to work just the same hours they worked before,
proving the track of the grounds, all tice in Europe, but just making its- ?d been placed in the hands of the
for the purpose of putting on the way across
their battle for the shorter day obviously being to get extra pay
ng examiner.
the Atlantic. The newistte
The Da"k. was the second to close In
coming Ceremonial better than last Buicks, I think, are the first cars to
under the questionably justifiable overtime schedule. In brief,
year, and everything done with per- show the
brake in Atlan-- 1 Sen,ver wlt,5ln 60 days' Tne Hlbernia
most of the fights for the eight hour day .have not been fights
for the future,
and it was this feature of the 1924 !?k n!iTrus company closed July
manencybuilding
ta,
to
at
lor the eight hour day all, but camouflaged etforts obtain
The exhibit buildinc will ho finish. models,
oui iim,- .
perhaps, which has drawn so Zaa wuu " snu"a8e
"i...
excessive advantages in wages.
feFrlAMattes fit
j
ana in oraer to many thousands of visitors to the 000.
v
V r!
"ays,
celebrate the completion of the first Buick headquarters
lt.ll. L.LJX
This is unfortunate, because the reaction will be clearly
in
Peachtree
real substantial exhibit hall for this Ktrnpt tliia wooir
AUTOCASTtR.
tu
un,
to those who toil. Perhaps the greatest trouble is not
Financial Report
dance
be
a
will
section,
enjoyed next, looked like a regular fall automobile
caused by those who toil, but by those who, like the lilies of the
'
LIIO show,
aim
nuguni,
.iiiv,
NO ALIMONY, NO DIVORCE
Shows $5,189,349.15
whole community is inivted. For this
field, toil not, neither do they spin. There would be little comOf course. I blew in with the crowd
Not that I was in the market for a
plaint about high wages or short hours if men would give an No one questions the alarming in- dance there will be special music.
SANTA VV Ana 9Q Ti.
i.
honest day's work.
crease of divorces. It has been fre- WHY
THE
IN
BLINDS,
quently said that the reform should
POOL HALL ROOMS? it, but I wanted to se how that brake
divorce court but in the
Auditor Juan N. Vigil, shows
KICK NO. 1 : President Calvin Coolidge appointed C. be not in the
worked on the front wheels. I ex- by State
marriage license. Every applicant
of
for the firs
Sheriff Lou Myers will ask .Tud
Bascom Slemp of Virginia to the post of Secretary to the Presi- fur marriage license should be re
pected something as intricate as the receipts and $1,292,377.78
$1,722,842.59 for the sec18n'1 some way to inside of a differential, which I have quarer
dent and immediately the Democrats set up a howl. Democrats quired to present from an unimpeach-- 1 HoUo"an 'V1!?16
pool hall operators to take the never been able to understand even ond; disbursements, first quarter,
howled till a man went insane and killed Abraham Lincoln; able, orthodox physician a certificate compel
second quarter,
of perfect health, perfect sanity, and ,binds Id1?wn ,n ,th?ir. Pla?es so- that while! watch it work. But it turned
The balance on hand at the
Democrats howled till a man went insane and killed President as far as it is
out
to
be
may
"
demone
as
w?nt
Pj,bh1c,
they
perfectly simple,
possible for the physi-IJnof the second quarter May 81,
Garfield ; Democrats howled till a man went insane and killed cian to go, a certificate
r' Myers W that ? everything strated on a stripped chassis by one close
of good moral i?0,
wbb $5,189,349.15.
'
on
as
be
should
in
,t
of
sales
certain
the
force.
William McKinley: Democrats howled till Warren G. Hard character.
(is going
It is exactly the ssmn hrnlra of
should
,, "Z.
ing felt it his duty to make a strenuous campaign and tour the Every. young married couple
yr
i
as
on . the. . rear
glance,
uuj
uo
u
nume
novo
,
ti, over k :H
ui meir uhh,
. j that used
i
land in order to acquaint the public as to what he considered
toko
f. u
-Wltn a Woa band
.?
so humble. Married life should neveri:h;TLrf:",T:,, '"J
V,??"rwB"'
j?!
Mr"
t.
r""1
viuvm n juuup arouna it wnicn contracts when foot
iu uc hic ucoi lui una inauuu, tuoLuijj ivn. xiaiuuig his uie, now 1,
in i flat hntBl nr An nnnrf- 1 " pressure is applied.
It is mounted on
the same howl is being set at the heels of President Coolidge, mentv,0,n
house. If they can't have but;ig impo8sible to see what
the wheel and turns with it. It works
may be
ana Dy Democrats, and over tne very tirst appointment made r ....... w... ..w... ....... ....,
me on maiflfl.
from the same foot pedal, simultanbegin housekeeping in that, over
by Coolidge. Did the Democrats expect Coolidge to confer whose
eously with the rear brakes. The
would twine their CEREMONIAL COMMITTEES
door
they
with them as to who should be the Secretary to the President? own
driver would never know it was there
These condiTO VISIT ALBUQUERQUE except from the difference in results
Had Coolidge appointed a Yankee from Maine, Vermont, or tions would prevent many divorces.
he steps on the pedal.
any other lanicee state, they would have set up a howl about Another very significant fact must At Thursday's Kiwanis luncheon it when
For I tried that. Ben Ulmer insisted
the far East or North being favored. The President appointed be taken into consideration namely, was decided to send two sets of com- on my taking a drive in one of the
The time you will spend
a Southerner, and the howl went up. Democrats can not be the alimony is. often an incentive, mittees from Gallup to Albuquerque open models, with a view to testing
getting your business
people to the divorce court. If next Wednesday, to be present at the out the brakes. I choose Forrest
pleased they never were pleased, nor never will be pleased. driving
will necessarily
training
luncheon
you will eliminate the alimony you- Kiwanis
in
Albuquerque Avenue,
going east, and several
In the mean time we believe that Coolidge will be the President will reduce the number of divorces by next Wednesday, and present
be
limitetd.
Therefore it
Alto
times down that grade I applied the
of all the people of the United States let 'em howl.
behooves you to seek the
fifty per cent at least.
buquerque the attractions of the com- brakes. There was no sudden
stop,
Ceremonial.' Five pitching the passenger into the windAlimony should never be paid ex ing
beat available.,- to the innocent mother who has members' of the Gallup Kiwanis Club shield, but the car
cept
in
a
few
PATRICK HENRY: "Give me liberty, or give me children to rear. The
stopped
The
Western School for
and
five members of the Ceremonial feet, for all of that. The action was
guilty husband
death!" Once interfere with liberty of men and women to de- should be made to educate,
Private Secretaries is the
clothe, will compose the committees. The like .one of those automatic hydraulic
cide what is good for themselves and there is no limit to the suDDort and furnish sufficient funds committees will arrange with Albu cnecKs wmcn Keeps a heavy door from
only school in the south'
the rearing of his children. Their querque for a special train from that slamming while they close-iwest offering a complete
possibilities of restriction. There will always be insane doctors for
mother should be given a competency city to Gallup for the Ceremonial.
The front wheel brakes appear to
Secretarial training. Here
enough to say that nothing is wholesome, and insane moral- while
0
she is perfroming that task.
have no effect on the steering qualists enough to say that nothing is innocent. We have too many If there are no children, and if the A
'
every phase of modern
ities of the new Buick, which respondPuzzling Lake
business is taught
laws, we have to many
lawyers. We have too many woman is well and strong, she should
ed easily, though it was just off the
Puzzles Geologists train and a bit stiff. I could under
too much freedom running
in. the wrong not be granted alimony.
legislative sessions
;
Methods and textbook's
.
.
,
r
i i
J
i:
stand then what the salesman had
uur ireeaom nas oeen legislated
uirecuun.
attorney fee should be allowed,
are
away irom US, ana Nocourt
the most modern
me
shown
in
inthat
18.a
corner
NEDERLAND,
cost should be paid, no
-A
Col., Aug.
turning
we have been legislated into a nation of
Mor- no
and
there ia always a
the
"outside"
wheel
comes
must
run
lake
free.
and goes, or "Disthat
should be offered to make
als and goodness can not be legislated into the hearts and ducement
list of positions
divorce litigation easy and disirable. appearing lake," as it is known to lo- There is a simple release on each
.waiting
minds of men and women education is the only remedy, free- - Another
cal
is puzzling observers brake which looks after that, just as
for our graduates.
thing that might eliminate who residents,
have been studying the body of the differential provides for giving
aom tne only torch, to the royal road of happiness.
many divorces would be to restore the water
Enroll now. The first step
independent motion to the rear
ior some ttmeA
whipping post. And whenever a man
is to send for our new ilzuu feet lone and anDrox. wheels,
ine
lake,
this wife and children sub imately the same distance in
SNAKING':
Up in the .mountains near Flagstaff, Ari- mistreats
Ben Ulmer was bubbling over with
is
lustrated booklet, outlinject him to physical punishment, put located at the east end of width,
zona, logs are hauled to the saw mills of that place by the him
Arapahoe enthusiasm over the new Buick, for it
on bread and water, and require
ing the courses, and
at the foot of the terminal is almost a new car in every way,
"snaking" method. This method means that logs are hooked him to work incessantly for their glacier,
our method of in
.
v with more
lines and more
moraine.
graceful
and chained then "snaked" thru the woods. The big logs comfort and Happiness.
dividual instruction.
Last week the lake was nearly fill- powerful engine, new radiator design,
"No
Let
the
Alimony."
slogan be,
swing first one way then another, and as the smaller trees are
ed. A day or so later the waters had ana a score of refinements and im,
o
struck they are litterally torn down. This "snaking" method
receeded several feet. Later it rose provements. It is true that the new
Mae Murray will appear at the Rex
to its normal level, while Sat- model is a beauty one of the handis nothing short of criminal. By such a method millions of theatre
again
WESTERN SCHOOL
next Sunday night in "The urday morning the mark
was six feet somest I've seen in any price class-- but
is
in
timber
young
destroyed. Over the Apache mountains near French Doll."
for
beI
wasn't especially interested in
lower than it was Friday. What
PRIVATE SECRETARIES
Cooley, Arizona, timber is cut for saw mills under supervision
come of the water is the subject of all that. All I wanted to know was:
of the Indian Department, and not one single tree is destroyed. O. D. Meacham of Belen has accent much discussion among naturalists "Will
brakes stop a car
Tijeras at Eight St,
with the Santa Fe at the and it is being studied with much in- quickly, easily, without skidding?
It would be just as easy for the saw mills of the Flagstaff sec- ed a position
office
Mr.
in
Meacham
terest.
I
And
the
as
found
for
it
Albuquerque, N. M.
Gallup.
yard
answer,
tion to protect the timber ae it is for the saw mills of the Apache is a member of the
There is a similar body of water myself, was:
Knights of
mountains to protect timber.
,
near the Alaskan glaciers.Pythias.
"They sure will."
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WCZIAN MAXZ3 FIGHT
X

Thizf Turned Over

earned

CMono
G. Love, alias J. H. Morris,
ec'ersi fcii astreet, tie old J. I.
izl r'ace. A R. Robt
G, Morris, Cob Morris and several
83rd birthday on August 15 at the
other aliases, who was arrested by the
bum oi us uu.ur, nn. wr i
as dry good, s&ots, txtj, stepie sheriff's
White. I2ss Minnie Summers, an- such
department and held here in
household
and
and
fancy groceries
connection with the theft of a diaother daughter, assisted in entertain-ln- g supplies
carried. Free delivery mond
are
pin, has been taken to Bakers-fielthe aged father. The decorations for
city trade, lit. Eanctt invites a
Sheriff Fred Eng
n
were Red, White and Llue the
share of your business and promises of thatCel., Deputy for him last Satcoming
city
of the Flag Mr. Summers being low
first
roods.
on
clui
Speak
prices
Love is wanted at Bakersfield
an
soldier. The birthday
of his place, Ur. Danoff said: urday.
on a charge of deserting a wife and
cake was decorated with 83 candles, inf

tlr.

O. W. Stunners

d,

ool-o-

on

and his grandchildren enjoyed teeing
blow every one of
their grand-faththem out Mr. Summers is hale and
hearty for a man of his years, with a
mind clear and active. The Gallup
Herald offers congratulations to Mr.
Summers for having spent a long and
honored life, and hopes for his continued good health and happiness.
o
CANDY CORNER SALE
CONFIRMED TO NATIONAL

PAcns

er

AND

VAMOSES
We Can Now Supply
WINCHESTER PAINTS

Report has been made that the safe
of the Candy Shop corner by the

and

,

ey

County Bank to George Cory
has been made to the Gallup National
Bank. It was generally understood
that this deal was made for the Gallup National at the time it was reported to have been made to George
Cory. The consideration of the deal
to George Cory was said to be
plus the sidewalk and street
paving costs.
o
LIBERTY CAFE MAKE
ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

VARNISHES
We Also Have A Very

"

Complete Line of

$16,-000.0- 0,

Sewall's Faints

and Varnishes

L G. SDAIiSLDl
Hardware

Furniture

Miss Augusts McGregor of

Dunn-g- o

te
passed thru Gallup Wednesday
to Winslow.
While in our city
Miss McGregor visited with Misses
Margaret Dale and Mary Sanders,
also Durango girls.
en-rou-

Harry Coddington was here Tuesday from his mountain ranch and
said that conditions in the Zuni mountains are in very good shape, especially hay and small grain. Plenty rain
of late and there will be plenty hay.
' Phil Nageller was here Wednesday
from his Zuni mountain ranch. Mr.
Nageller says that the rains have insured good hay crops in, his section.
Life Insurance, see
Davis, 109 South- - Second

For Mutual

Charles

W.

Street Phone

248.

tf

,

Deputy Sheriff Fred Eng was here
from Bakersfield, Calif., during last
week to take charge of a prisoner
held here in the county jail.

W. B Sherman announces that the
Liberty Cafe is to have a number of
tbles added so as to accommodate
places for ladies. Mr. Sherman says
that one counter will be removed in
order to make room for the extra
tables. Mr. Sherman also states that
other improvements to the Liberty
will follow as fast as his patronage
will justify.

CHURCH IN CHRIST
(Congregational)
Stark, D. D., Minister
"The Community Church with a
Social Program"
9:45
Church School with classes
for all ages.
11:00
Morning Worship with a
sermon by the pastor on: "The Every
Member Church." Our new and enlarged weekly Church Calendar will
make its first weekly appearance at
this time. - Mrs. Forsythe will sing.
The
7:30 "Worth While" Service.
pastor will give an account at his recent vacation and will illustrate with
35 slides made from pictures which
he took. Special music. All are cordially invited to these services; strangers are especially welcome.
Rev. L. A.

v

ANNOUNCEMENT

'
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Miss Estin Burks has returned to
J. M. Williams was here Wednesday
reports Gallup and will resume her classes in
from Zuni. Mr. Williams
everything in fine condition in the Dancing and Violin by September 1st.
Her dancing classes will consist of
Zuni section.
Russian Ballet, Toe Dancing and Ball
Mrs. Lou Myers is ill at St. Mary Room instruction. ..
Miss
had extensive experhospital after undergoing a surgical ience in Burks
Ball Room work at the Wilfor
goitre.
operation
son Dancing Academy of Los Angea norThere's a reason why people trade les, and also has just finishedBurche-nel,
mal course under Elizabeth
at the Army Store.
of Columbia
University, and
Chas. Kelsey has returned from his comes prepared with many new steps
and dances.
visit to Iowa, his old home.

"We will keep in stock what the peo- children, the laws of California are
ple want and sail at close prices, and such as to force a husband and father
will endeavor to make our store the to
support his family. Love, so it is
best trading place on north aide."
understood, is also wanted in Chicago
for some offense. Love is a dope
JUDGE HOLLOMAN ON
fiend. Some days ago the theft of a
WAY TO 8NAKB DANCE diamond
pin was reportetd to the
sheriff of McKlnley county and Love
his
wife
with
Reed
Holloman
Judge
was arrested and held for investigaand daughter arrived in Gallup Tues- tion. The
pin has never been recoverfrom
a
Fa
Santa
and after
stop ed, but there is good evidence conday
look
some
over for the day to
after
him with the missing diacourt matters, were joined by Mr. and necting
mond.
note
A
he wrote to a
Mrs. H. C. .Denny and proceeded to friend was found that
it was delivthe annual summer snake dance. ered, and it was before
this note, scribbled
Judge Holloman will return to Gallup on the margin of a magazine
leaf,
by August 28 in order to hear cases that furnished the evidence connectof injunctions against alleged houses
ing him with the missing diamond,
of prostitution in Gallup.
and which was the cause of the sherO
iff holding him till the California auThere's a' reason why people trade thorities
could be communicated with.
at the Army Store.
Friday night week Officers Diggs
RETURNED FROM TRIP
and McGraw frustrated the antics of
a couple of burglars, finding them in
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Goehring and
the alley back of the Square Deal
Royall Smith returned Tuesday from Market
Davis Cash and Carry.
their trip in the Colorado mountains, McGraw and
fired a couple of shots in an
in the vicinity of Durango, where
effort to halt the men as they ran
they enjoyed fishing and outing for down the 'alley. It was found
that
several days. They had a great time the back
door screens of the Square
as well as plenty trouble plowing mud Deal Market
had been tampered with,
enroute home. Mr. Goehring says also
that an attempt had been made
that if ever a country needa a road to enter
the Davis Cash and Carry.
it is that section of New Mexico leadWhile
to
from
Rock.
Ship
Gallup
ing
Harold
climbs to the big
their car got stuck several times, yet clock on Lloyd
of
tall building. He
a
top
they managed to pull thru, and left wishes to see the time of
day. By a
a number of others stuck in the mud.
slip he grabs hold of the big hand of
o
the clock and there, amid air, swings
H. W. BROSE HOME
high over the streets below. You
will see this in "Safety Last" at Rex
H. W. Brose arrived home last week theatre
next Wednesday and Friday.
from his trip to Boise, Idaho, where
he visited with home folks. Mr. Brose
Katherine McDonald compa t.a fchn
states that if any one thinks that busi- Rex theatre next
Tuesday in "White
in
and
are
conditions
ness
bda Gallup
'
onouiaers.
should
with
httye been
vicinity they
him on this trip. Some sections visFor Fire Insurance see Charles W.
ited by Mr. Brose are really on the Davis, 109 South Second
St Phone
f
ragged edge.
248.
tf
.

--

s"

--

j

drug-runne-

rs

11

ex-pe-

-3

F. B. Lambsnn anA arm Mnrinn, nf
Raman were in Gallup Wednesday.
jur. iamDson says tnat crop conditions in his section are not the best,
but fair. Good ffardenn nnri vara
good oats. Alfalfa was backward, but
in tine snape lor next cutting. Tha
first cutting was ' more of clipping
after tha Juno front. Thorn mill Ko
one good cutting, and if frost holds
on tnere win oe extra good pasture.

Mmwra
matact.

to

Mrs. W. H. Sweeney has gone
her new home in Los Angeles.

ovev

Tmi '

i
ra

HI

O

TIRE, in the last

five years, has
-

made a record comnarable to Miller
Cords I Many of the outstanding
improvements for greater mileage
at lower cost were 'originated by
Miller experts! Among these were
the first successful flat treat rnd
the first improved lithe, supple cord.
Each of these improvements was
deliberately designed to give you
more service and lower mileage cost.
Buy a Miller
and enjoy all of these
Cord
advantages !

Furnished room for
Mrs. A. E. Cooper, wife of Conduc
210 West Aztec tor Cooper of the Apache railroad, of
Cooley, Arizona, is a patient at St.
Mary hospital.
children
and
Mrs. W. R. Jennings
arrived home Sunday from their visit
Dr. Fred J. Wadford, Chiropractor,
to Sweetwater, Texas.
Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
in.

-0

Geared-to-the-Ro- ad

Hary Slack was over from Albuquerque during the week looking

Savet

after business matters.

Money

Mrs. J. A. McDonald of Kelly,, N.
M., will arrive in Gallup today for an
extended visit with the family of her
son, Roy McDonald.

Time
Trouble

to-d- ay

MILLER RUBBEP COMPANY
THE
'
of NEW YORK, Akron, Ohio
Selm

t

Did you ever see a fellow walking
along the edge of the roof of a seven-stor- y
building so high up that men
appeared as mere small objects on the
streets below when all at once his
foot slips and he is ready to be plungto the pavement? This
ed head-lon- g
is what you will see in "Safety Last"

IN

and Sdrvic

N. M. DORT SALES CO.
THOMAS
;

AGENT

PETRONOVTCH,

NORTH SID$

.

at the Rex theatre next Wednesday,

iff

,

fj

MJpsdi

'SAFETY
LAS

Thursday and Friday.

Geared-to-the-Ro- ad

FORESTERS ENJOY BIG
PICNIC

LAST SUNDAY

You'll hold your
breath at the hair-abl-

LAUGHTER and THRILLS

e,

0 0 0

hair-raisin-g

hazards

of

Harold

Laugho

Thick and
Faot
.

Containing all the thrills of
THRILLDOM and as many
roars as the Atlantic ocean,
but LOUDER

film-dom- 's

1

The Foresters of America, Court
of Italy, No. 1, of New Mexico,
enjoyed their annual picnic at Fort
Wingate last Sunday, August 19.
About 40 members and their families
were present to enjoy the day. There
were all kinds of good things to eat
and plenty for all. Soft drinks and a
big supply of delicious ice cream
made up the menu for refreshments.
Games were played, inculding
foot races for children as well as
One hundred dollars
for grown-up- s.
in cash prizes were given. Speeches
were made by officials of the order.
After speech making, music followed
"The Star Spangled Banner," and
other patriotic songs. It was a notable feature of the music that the
crowd joined in, showing the spirit of

in

"SAFETY
LAST"

Wed. Thui Fri.
Aug. 20, 30, 31

.

Star

the happy throng. There were about
oh the
sixty private automobiles
ground, and nearly all of the Gallup
taxis were in service in oraer to accommodate the people, the taxis
being employed for those who did
not own cars, ine picnic
to its fullest extent and all
went home happy.

WE SELL
QUALITY GROCERIES
We Guarantee Every Article That Leave Our Store

SPECIAL PRICES ON

FRUIT JARS
ALL SIZES AND LOTS OF THEM

ed

o

There's a reason why people trade
at the Army Store.
t
fViia
nieht:
the Rex
Rnnrinv
r
Ul
1Vi.
theatre will show "The French Doll,"
a picture in which Mae Murray taxes
the lead.
'

HEX

Cordt and Fabric
. . RMim Fabric
Wedg Tnad Cordt
Accauorie
Tubetand
Gard-to-th-Roa- d

tug-of-w-

Dedicated to the cause of

PLAYER PIANO
To Be Sacrificed
A modern playerpiano of high
Anda in nublic
warehouse, will be closed out at a big
No reasonaoie oner oi
discount.
price and terms refused. Write todayll
for full information to The
Music Co., Denver, Colo.

,

r.

uj tri

.

,
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HAROLD
LLOYD

D

f-r-

tin

There's a reason why people trade
Estin Burks will open her at the
Army Store.
Violin
Sepand
classes
Dancing
Russian Ballet. Toe
tumhnr 1stMrs. C. J. Wiley has returned to her
Dancing and Ball Room instruction. home at Winslow after being a patAlso Violin instruction.
ient at St. Mary hospital.
close

J IT.

-

ts
One thrill after
"Tie Kiss Klfnie -s
found in the big film
js,
Greatest Menace," that has
)
chased the W. H. &unty t;srt
booked direct from New Yerx for tie prorerty. The place la
car
Strand Theatre next , TsetJay and overhauled and with some Mw L
Wednesday.
provements will be on of the
i
The United States ia aukjn war- modern apartments tn Gallup.
!
fare against the drug pr!iara and place will have six different
two
room
and
enmeats
two
four
tire
has broucht the
the
tire population of the natls up
against the grim realization that a will be furnished for light home
terrible menace the greatest of them keeping, ana modern.
0
in fact casts a dark and ominous
Mr. and Mrs. W. S, Pender hare reshadow over the country.
With remarkable foresight, J. G. turned home at Hanover, Ind afta1
here with Mr. and Mrs. N. A.
Mayer realized that a big picture, a visit Mrs.
Pender is a sister of Kx,
with the drug traffic as its main Ross,
theme, having a typical love story Ross. While visiting here the Ponthat would hold interest from start to ders visited old friends at Eunak
finish, would be in unprecedented de where Mr. Pender taught school some
mand, so he went quteuy to won ana years ago. Many of the Ramah school
solicited Mr. Pender to return
brought "The Greatest Menace" out patrons
as an impressionable reason why the a Ramah anil taaeh araln. Ha ia
drug system must be obliterated. It very popular in that section.
is a corking big production, realistidbodIs trade
cally staged and acted by the best There's a reason whv
photoplayers that money could obtain. at the Army Store.
"The Greatest Menace" is unusual
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Arganbright
big and daring in construction and and two sons, Vance and Russel, of
was
calls "a spade a spade." It
Detroit, Mich., were here last week
by Albert Rogell from an or- visiting with their relatives, the famG.
Kaufman,
iginal story by Angeles
of Roy L. White and Miss Minnie
with Mr. Rogell personally directing ily
Summers. , They arrived overland by
,
the picture.
automobile and were enroute to their
''The Greatest Menace" carries a new home in Los Angeles.
story away from anything ever shown
Prof. R. C. Keach has resigned as
here before. Every father and mother
in the land is expected to see it Their organist of the Rex theatre and rechildren can not only enjoy the film, turned to his former home at Ogden,
Utah. Mr. Keach made many wans
but obtain a great lesson from it.
rt
while in Gallup. He ia an
Editor's Note: If the picture is friends
movie theatre musician.
we
claimed
have
to
is
what it
be, (and
no grounds to base doubts), it should
Dr. Chester H. Clark announces the
be seen by every father, mother, aon removal of his offices in Gallup to
and daughter by every man, woman 207 South Second street. Office hours,
and the younger people. The drug and 10 to 11 A. M., 2 to P. M., and 7 10
dope evil is spreading over the entire 8 P. M. Office phone, 13; residence
All classes of people of all
world.
mos.
nations are falling into "The Greatest phone,
Menace" of all time. We trust that
.TnHirn Rood Holloman and family
this picture will present the case as
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
it iswhich is bad enough. And we were
C. Denny during the week.
afflicted
who
are
trust that those
o
dare devil spirit
with a giddy-gadd- y
of all kinds, set
Insurance
For
become
serito
will allow themselves
ous for one night snd see this pic- Charles W. Davis, 109 South Second
tf
Street Phone 248.
ture and learn its lesson.

in

FOR RENT:
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be

another Is

Miss

sleeping,
Avenue.
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DOG TAX NOTICE V' '
Notice to owners of dogs: Notice
is hereby given to all who own dogs
that the City Clerk has received 1923
dog tax tags, and that taxes on dogs
must be paid and the dogs tagged.
Failure to take out dog tax and tag
dogs will justify the City Marshal to
kill all dogs not properly tagged.
Taxes for male dogs at $1.25; for females at $2.50. , Apply to City Clerk
office at court house.
By order of city marshal.
W. P. DIGGS.
Gallup, New Mexico, August 1, 1923.
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AGAINST

'

Knight-Campbe-

Adv.
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Fine Peaches and Other Fruits
Arriving Daily
DO YOUR CANNING NOW

SERVICE GROCERY
E. W. TAMONY, Prop.
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At
SILVEn CITY
,

.

offers standard college and high school courses lead'
ing to degrees of B.Pd., M.Pd., and A.B.
Standard Kindergarten Training School
Expenses low Equipment Complete Location Ideal.
Write Registrar, fdr catalogue or correspondence study
bulletin.'
y. ;
FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 4th

severest
they afford

UNDBR

exceptkmsl non-ski- d
protection. Their: perforcunce
Above photo thowi the military pall bearen carrying ciiket. aboard
waning train which carried the late President's body to Marios for funeral.

in this respect is most

Quiet Cenlctery at Majion Where
President's Body was Received

AJ AX CORD, ROAD KING, PARAGON

the very small ones.

n

BiMWBMBMawBisBaMssBeiBMBiiBawaM

GALLUP SERVICE STATION

Mluk --H,llut
Jar
hHitnIi.

A'

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

(Tba Strvico School)

(ma

and

Camisole Straps If underneath the
plain ribbon used for shoulder straps
a piece of narrow elastic is sewed..
....
fkafa tt.Jll kA a ,ni.kl. .1m.,
i
slipping."
11- -1

Hints- - imMfirZ
Wf
yn elif tkU
it in yntr ncifr
.

tittt

frit

In a Sewing Basket

Tie a little

Fine Linens Fine linens and embroidery will have a longer life if they
are washed in cold water with white
soap and a little dissolved Borax,

bow of bright ribbon on the handle
Snappers on Curtains If one
of your scissors and they will be much wishes
to save laundry bills, trouble.
easier to find.
and have curtains stay clean, sew a
snapper at each side on the lower part
Salad In fixing a lettuce salad a of the curtains. Then sew the corresonion
is ponding fastener about eighteen
leaf of mint and grating of
a pleasant addition to some tastes. inches from- - the top of the curtains.
Try it.
At night just snap them up and they
will not be soiled blowing 'against
Mice
If one wishes to catch mice, screens, etc.
put some pumpkin seeds in the traps.
It is vey attractive bait.
'.

,,

CITY MARKET

f!Wr.'ylli,lii.i,'J!. as

lSH

BEST CORN FED PACKING
HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS

'

IN MEMORY

Pi
6

1

wzw

i.

Following Mrs. Harding's
'wish the President'
ody
was received at vaiui In'
quiet cemetery upon Its ar--

10 PERCENT DISCOUNT

rival In Marlon.
Above Picture of cemetery with Insert showing
Mrs. Harding and the late
President's sister, Mrs. M.
C. Reuisberg, who accom
muled body ou special

PHONE 64

L
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KEEP STILL AND STUDY SILENCE

Too

(By Uncle John)
'Mid season's pomp and Nature's
bloom, a sorrowing folk doth congregate before the cold, and pulseless
tomb that holds the world's Chief
Magistrate Forgetting each his cult
or creed relinquishing ideals and
plans, we sympathize with hearts
that bleed and, mourn as true Amer-

Ice Cream Spot A very ordinary
stain which few people know how to
remove is an ice cream stain. Take
the spotted material and lay on a
clean folded cloth and rub lightly
water. This will take
with luke-warthe protein (sweet) out of the stain. icans!
Then take some ether or benzine and
Hushed is the voice that yesterday
rub lightly but firmly. The latter proclaimed the Peace with Wisdom's
to remove the grease.
tongue; For, Irsnscient Mankind mutt
obey the law of dust, whence Mankind
lemon
is
whole
Lemonade
If the
sprung , ). . The silent eloquence
lemof Death enjoins us, ss none other can
put through the food chopper for
to cherish, till life's final breath, v
onade, instead of just sqeezing the
fruit, you will find it to have a much that potent name "American-- "
better flavor and have twice as much.
From out the ashes of the past,
may spring a wondrous, blooming
Sinfeing Feathers When singeing; flower each Calyx,' lovelier than the
chickens, hold over and oil or gasj last; may charm away lues mournstove and the skin will not blacken, ing honour . . . And, life, with
as where a burning paper is used. energy replete, shall fuller, kindlier,
Also use a pair of tweezers to remove nobler be, because a life of deeds
pin feathers. They will take hold of most meet, hath ripened in Eternity!
.

proprietor, told Sheriff's deMuch Hooch
puties who raided her quarters. The
bottles
(Copyright, 1923 By Richard Lloyd Jones)
liquor stock totaled forty-fou- r
CA. "QUf
of beer severa, galJong of wine and
'
two pints of whisky. "That's too
Bismarck's enemies said of him in read: "He mastered himself and was
SPOKANE,
Wash., Aug. 18 "I much tonic for sister," the officeri their
dispair, "He knows how to keep silent." The trivial gabble! When the
Just had a little liquor for my poor sad, arresting Mrs. Williamson.
silence in seven different languages." mma is in control the machine Is
dear sister, who has heart trouble,"
It was his baffling taciturnity that geared up tight The wagging tonMrs. Emma Williamson, apartment
Judge Alfred Ruiz was out Monday blunted the weapons they had forged; gue always means loose tension. It is
'
aftre several days of illness.
the loose gear that rattles. All nature
against him.
Silence is perhaps the greatest art pays homage to
Silence is the great healing: power
of conversation.
of solitude. In the face of a great
with'
is
Jefferson
credited
Joseph
Climbs
we are silent. In a great emo
having discovered Weber and Fields, crisis
we
tion
are still. Silence can be elo
Musical
the comedians.
After seeing them
quent- - It is
majestic.
play in an obscure Bowery theatre, he "Silence isalways
the lesson of kings,"
hurried to a theatrical manager
said Jean du Beauvais at the funeral
friend, saying: "They know how to of Louis XV. And
Carlyle has called
listen."
silence the element of
A person often gains credit for that fashion themselves great things
together to
sense, eloquence and wit, who merely rule.
says nothing and does it well.
Silence is more unimpeachable than
Silence indicates both courtesy and
because it cannot be attacked
consideration. It gives the other fel speech
Great thoughts are born in silence. It
turn.
him
low his
the compli- is the mother of truth. It is the ser
It pays
ment that his brairr may also harbor vant of reason. It is the best
help to
some worthwhile ideas. Every ideal him who mistrusts himself.
us
"Let
Your
Our
relation savors of reciprocity. Every be silent," says EmerBon, "that we
soul must have a mcdius and oppormay hear the whisper of the gods."
The oneDoor Relieves Your
tunity for
Noise and tumult are the signs of
sided conversation is always arrogant. war.. Silence is the insignia peace.
It
Grant the other fellow a chance to say is quite as much a mark of strength
his say.
to know how to hold your tongue as to
Silence indicates control. We often know how to wisely use it.
i

sprinkling with Borax.

m

train.

SERVICE

Spots A scorch spot may
be removed from a very delicate fab
ric by wetting with clear water and
Scorch

L

WE SELL COUPON BOOKS AT

QUALITY

;

house

oister uew

self-contr-

to Top in
World

i
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riur

asBBiBk.

7

Enroll

a.nbv

ill

1

8

NOW

Wagon at

Stpts JJU Toward ths (hrcsrd.? cfa

Worry

It means you are
beyond the old

ir

ad-vanc- ed

fashioned description of
your home on wash day;
that you know how modern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden.
Our work is quality work

GALLUP STEAM
LAUNDRY
.

PHONE 160

New Buick Models

Are Very Attractive
BeinK a country irirl in Np Tnrk
State was no handicap to Karolyn

Wells Bassett, who Is now recognised
most accomplished muslclanr before attaining
her 18th year. Sh possesses a wonderful coloratura soprano vole and
has become Internationally known as
composer, many Of her compositions helug ited by such artists as
Anna Case, Melba stetabrecher and
Blanch DaCostv.
Among her best known compost-- ,
flons are : "The Icicle," "Take Joy
Home." "Little Brown Baby" sad
I Bogle Man."

as one of America's

No Argument
About It
If You

EAT AT

THE WHITE CAFE
I

L

SATISFIES
Atarchaiits Lunch or Suppor,

CO

Cento

-

(From Buick Bulletin)
For many .years past Buick has
been
accepted as the Standard of
Comparison.
Already Buick is well
on its way toward the two million
mark in production, and each season

as the refinement of the Buick car
develops and more motorists become
familiar with its excellence, the de
mand increases steadily and surely.
.ach year brings with it substan
tial improvements in the mechanism.
the appearance and the comfort of
Buick cars, so much so that Buick is
commonly a whole year in advance in
design and serviceability,
The new Buick models for 1924 will
be a revelation even to those who
have followed Buick development in
the past. Some of the engineering
advances which these cars offer to the
motorist prove, better than "anything
else can do, that Buick has looked'
ahead two or three years into the
automobile future.
Bear in mind, when you are inspect
ing these new cars, that they are
brand new automobiles from begin
ning to end. They have a new engine,
new Buick four-whebrakes, new
fenders, new radiator. They offer
greater possibilities in speed, in pow
er, in flexibility, and they give much
more in comfort, in beauty and in
safety.
In short, these fourteen new Buick
cars represent the type of advancement for which the motorist is seeking, because' the improvements which
are found in them are the result of
scientific research and not. simply a
Lnumber of changes that have been
made for the sake of having something to offer
In pioneering the new Buick four-whebrakes, Buick la following ths
tarns policy as wksa it adopted ths
el

.

d
principle of motor de
sign. There can be no more doubt
about the correctness of the princi'
brakes
pie of the Buick four-whethan there is of that of the Buick
motor. In both cases,
d
also, it is the application of the prinuse that requires
ciple for every-da- y
designing and manufacturing skill,
and the four-whebrakes have been
incorporated into the Buick car with
as much simplicity and success as the
principle has been developed in its engine. Both are developments of principles that have
proved their worth by years of "practical service.
The other improvements are as
constructive as that just described,
and together they give to the Buick
owner a remarkable series of advantages that are not to be had else
where. Each improvement has' been
matured and developed for many
months in the Buick engineering laboratories and in the great laboratories
of ,the General Motors Corporation,
and all are offered to motorists with
the same assurance and the same sincerity as the successful Buick models
of the nast have been offered.
Beddow Buick Company of Gallup
are now prepared to explain the new
and attractive features of the new
Valve-in-Hea-

.

,

:

el

and in a short time you will have a car of
will be
your own. Then all
with
to
family.
enjoy
yours
your
Think of the comfort, the pleasure and
happiness which will be yours.
Buy your car under the terms of the

el

"out-of-door-

Valve-in-Hea-

el

Valve-in-He-

ad

Buick.

s"

For as little ai $5, you can select the Ford
you want and place your order at once. We
will put this money in a local bank for you
at interest. Each week you add a little
more. This also draws interest. Soon your
payments, plus the interest earned, makes
the car your own. Come inl Let us eive
you full particulars about this new plan

s

o

Caesar Objected to
Bobbing of Hair
NASHVILLE, Term., Aug. 18.-- The
plea which he said was made by
Augustus Caesar to Roman women,
"Restore the prestige of Roman womanhood and do not bob your hair'
was repeated today by Senator W. R,
Webb of Belt Buckle, Tenn.
In addressing students of Peabody
College, Webb said the learned Emperor realized the danger of modern-- ,
plea to tbe
ism, as evfeaesd ty-U- s
womta to allow tbsir fcair to grow.

CARRINGTON
MOTOR
COMPANY.
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court's chambers,' at Gallup, in the Three and
0
($1743.78) DoIIal
September 24th
County of McKmley and State of New as the principal, interest and attesr
Mexico as the time and place for a ney's fees made and provided by tkf
,
hearing of any and all objections to terms of the promissory note sued
said final report and petition for dis upon in said
with in
The fall term of McKinley County
16 THt MAN WITHOUT A
charge, and any and all matters, terest on said Seventeen Hundred
District court will convent at Gallup
WATCH THBBE'S HO PReWJT
causes and things touching the ad- Forty-Thre- e
and
on September 24. It is understood
($1743.78)
UK.B THB TIME
ministration of said estate; and that Dollars, at the rate of 10 percent not?
that this term will hold about three
at said time and place, all matters annum from the 26th day of Maf.
Register.
weeks session, possibly longer.
shown by said final report and peti- 1923, and in addition therto, for all
(1982)
...
0
tion for discharge, as well as all other moneys expended under the mortgagf
First Pub. Auar. 25..
Boresome Suitor "Do you really
Last Pub. Sept. 22.
matters touching the administration deed foreclosed and as described til
cmnK tnat picture looks like me 7"
of said estate will be passed uoon and said
and in addition
Miss
"Yes. but I can find no other
determined by said court, includ thereto for. all moneys expended la
advebtuing
ratmi
fault
with
it."
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
Ptr
point tm Um, M Miitt meh ln
ing tne matter or the closing of said the foreclosure of the last mentioned
Owmti- n- ( worth pr lint. Cub mmt M
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR estate
and the discharge of said ad- mortgage deed, and the costs of thla
ny order, M b eanfol to pay tm a)
Sharp Retort
U. S. Land Office at Santa. Fe, N. M. ministrator and his sureties upon his action to be taxed
Guest "Waiter, this steak is like
by the Clerk of this
August 15, 1923. oiiiciai oona.
leather and the knife is dull."
Court, and obtained also a decree of
Notice
ariven
is
T.uiz
hereby
that
foreclosure of the last mentioned
DOMONICK ROLLIE,
Waiter "Strop the knife on the
NOTICE
Diaz, of Cubero, N. M., who, on July
Administrator.
mortgage against all of the las
steak,"
1919,
homestead
made
18,
entry. No.
Witness My Hand and official seal named defendants upon the lands and
All Odd Fellows and Rebekahs in
037507. for SW14NW14: NWUSWU; this 8th
day of August, 1923, at Gal real estate hereinafter described sob
PROFESSIONAL
Section 34, Township U N, Range
this Community are cordially invited
New Mexico.
ject only to the said prior lien of that
8lup,
ana requested to attend a special ban
w. l . meridian, nas niea no
above named plaintiff, the undersign
NAT
GARCIA.
tice of intention to make three year
quet in the I. 0. 0.a, F. Hall on Tues- Clerk, Probate Court, Mc ed Special Master will, on the 14th
no Ann
prooi, to estaonsh claim to the land
day of September, 1923. at the hour
Kinley County, New Mex- of
H. C. STACHER,
above described, before U. S. Commis10:00 o'clock A. M., of that day at
ico.
HERMAN W. ATKINS
Rec.-SeOut You Go, Lamp
sioner, at Seboyeta, Valencia Co., N, (Seal of Probate
the front door of the County Court
Little Willie "How old ia that M., on the 4th day of October, 1923,
House, in the Town of Gallup, McCourt)
ATTORNEY AND
Claimant names as witnesses:
lamp, Ma?"
Kinley County, New Mexico, in obed(1966)
FOR SALE: At a bargain, 1920
Jose
Maria
Ologio Montano,
Mother "Oh, about three years."
ience to said orders of sale and de
Ballejos, First Pub. Aug. 11
COUNSELLOR' AT LAW
Ford roadster, newly painted and
Pedro
W.
L.
"Turn it down. It's too
Tafoya. Jose Trinidad Romero. Last Pub.
crees of foreclosure, sell to the high
Sept 1
overhauled, 4 new tires, demountable
an oi san wei, N. ai,
est bider for cash, in lawful money oi
young to smoke."
of"N.
A. M. BERGERE,
E. F." Herald
rims, starter.
the United States, the following desNOTICE OF CONTEST
fice.
Office: Pago Building
Oh, That's Different
All
cribed land and real estate
t:
Register.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR of Lots Twenty-tw- o
Mrs. Dlbbs "Everv time I raise (1081)
Twenty-thr- ee
(22),
FOR SALE: Klatt rooming house,
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE
Pub. Aug. 25
my hand my husband gives me an
(23), and Twenty-fou- r
(24), ia :
Last Pub. Sept. 22.
New Mexico
Apply at Klatt office. ,
lui Deating."
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Block Fifty-on- e
Gallop
(51), according to
Mrs. Dubbs "Heavens! Why don't
Sheet No. 7 of Sanborn's Map of the
August 11, 1923
FOR RENT: Business house for
To the heirs and legal representa Town of Gallup. New Mexico, and
you call the police?"
IN THE DISTRICT COURT, COUNrent. Inquire at the Peoples Meat
tives of William Garrett, deceased, of said premises being further described
Mrs. Dibbs "Why? What do thev
TY OF McKINLEY, STATE
Market.
know about bridge?"
i
Heaton, New Mexico, Contestee:
r as lots Twenty-tw- o
(22).
Twenty-OF NEW MEXICO
You are hereby notified that Wil three (23), and Twenty-fou- r
(241.
EDMUND R. FRENCH
NOTICE OF SUIT
FOR. RENT: Three room adobe.
Jack Turner says "Chickens in the Jose Gonzales,
liam Denmon who gives Allison, New in Block Fifty-on- e
of the origi(51),
to
Milan.
Pete
Apply
Lawyer
car have wrecked a lot more autos
Mexico, as his post-offiaddress, did nal Townsite of the Town of Gallup,
Complainant.
Member Bar: Supreme Court Unite than chickens in the road."
'
versus
No. 259 on August 4, 1923, file in this office McKinley County, New Mexico, as
$3.00 down puts an Underwood
his duly corroborated application to surveyed and platted of record, toStates, Supreme Court of New
Margarita Gonzales.
Typewriter in your office or home.
No Misses
contest and secure the cancellation of gether with all improvements thereon
Mexico.
Defendant.
Write fbr Catalogue. Southwestern
Father (to Bobby, who had just fal
and the appurtenances thereunto beyour homestead Entry No.
Tp the above named defendant;
Cffice: 106 Coal Avenue.
Typewriter Co., Grants, New Mexico.
len down stairs) "Why, Bobby did
., ,
Serial No. 035547 made March 22, longing.
You
are
notified
suit
a
that
hereby
(1788)
Section 28, Township
W. W. CLARK, '
you miss your step?"
has been filed against you in the 1921, for
Bobby (rubbing his head) "No. above named County and State by the 13N., Range 18 W., N. M. P. Meridian, ' '
Special Master.
FOR RENT: One five room modDad. I hit every one of them."
above named complainant, in which and as grounds for his contest he al (1977)
ern house, furnished with piano. Call
he prays for a decree of absolute di- leges that "William Garrett died First Pub. Aug. 18.
','',
at 405 W. Hill, or phone 329.
J. W. CHAPMAN,
' A Genius
;
without earning title to the land and Last Pub. Sept. 8
,
vorce on the ground of desertion.
.
Leo Leaden. sDeakine
Undersheriff
dehe
no
left
that
heirs
or
You
widow,
are
unless
notified
further
that
SLEEPING ROOMS:-T- he
most
ATTORNEY AT LAW
of the need of a new county jail, said:
Said William Garrett died
enter or cause to be entered your visees.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
comfortable sleeping rooms in Gal"I would recommend the following in- you
said cause on or before September 4th, 1921."
in
PHONE
256
appearance
107
to
Mesa.
West
lup. Apply
You are, therefore, further notified DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
expensive idea, and maybe we can the 25th day of September 1923, a
build a new jail
6
Rooms
Page Building.
judgment will be entered against you that the said allegations will be taken U. S. Land Office At Santa Fe, N. M
ROOM AND BOARD: -- Room1 and
"Resolved, That we build a new in said cause by default, and the re- as confessed, and your said entry will
Aug. 13, 1923
board at 105 West Hill.
' New Mexico jail;
Gallup, '
Notice is hereby given that Delia
a decree of divorce for desertion, be canceled without further right to
lief,
"Resolved, That we build the new as prayed for in the bill filed will be be heard, either before this office or Davidson, of Zuni, New Mex., who, on
Good Second Hand Furniture for
out of the material which the old granted.
on appeal, if you fail to file in this May 1, 1918, made Homestead entry,
jail
Ave.
109
Sale. Enquire
Terras
The name of the complainants' at- - office within twenty days after the No. 035301, 'for NW, Section 10,
jai is composed of; and ...
"Kesolved, That we will not teartorney is Edmund R. French, whose FOURTH publication of this notice, Township 7N., Range 20W, N. M. P.
down the old jail until the new jail is address is Gallup, New Mexico.
as shown ' below, your answer, under Meridian, has filed notice of inten- FOR RENT Three room furnished
DR. M. M. ELLISON
finished."
GARCIA
NAT
oath, specifically responding to these tion to make three year, proof to
Apartment. Enquire 403 East Hill.
DENTIST
Clerk of the District allegations of contest, toeether with establish claim to the land abova
"Let the shoemaker stick to his
proof that you have served a copy described, before U. S. Commissioner,
Court, McKinley Coun-ldu- e
FOR RENT Five Room House for
last, lest he lose his 'awl.' " said he,
Gallup Oinic Building
State oi New Mex-- or your answer on tne saia .contest-- 1 ml numun, ivicivuuey vo, in. iu., on uii
ty,
Rent. Call Phone 272.
not meaning a word of it and all that
ico,
ant either in person or Dy registered
aay oi sept. iyzj.
sort o' gag.
New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses:
mail.
Gallup
(1960)
FOR SALE Mulberry Valour Par
Jesus Mazon, of Zuni, New Mex,
.You should state in your answer
First Pub. Aug. 11.
lor Set and Victrola, practically new,
Single "BlissAter"
the name of the post office to which John B. Hill, of Zuni, New Mex.,
Last Pub. Sept. 1.
35 records, at 403 South 5th street.
"Rastus, are you a married man?"
Gonsalez, of Salt Lake, New
you desire future notices to, be sent
"Nossah, Boss, ah earns mah own
to you.
Mex., Nemecino Gonsalez, of Salt
NOTICE
LEGAL
'
' A. M.
RUIZ & OVERSON
living."..
BERGERE, ' Lake. New Mex.
FOR RENT: Sleeping room ApIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
M.
A.
BERGERE,
Register.
Attornejrs-At-LaUNITED STATES IN AND
ply at 109 W. Mesa Ave Two blocks
Maybe Darwin Can Tell
Date of first pub. Aug. 18th, 1923.
Register,
south of Court House.
FOR THE DISTRICT
in
We
noticed
healine
have
a
in
"
second
Practice
Courts
'"
all
just
of
Date
of
pub. Aug. 25th, 1923. (1975)
j"
OF NEW MEXICO
the Poland China Journal (Kansas
1923
18.
Pub.
First
Date of third pub. Sept. 1st,
Aug.
FOR RENT: Furnished house,
UNITED STATES OF )
New Mexico and Arizona
City, Mo.) that, reads like this
Last Pub. Sept. 15
Date of fourth pub. Sepi. 8th, 1923
corner Hill Ave. and Puerco Drive-Inq- uire
)
AMERICA,
Pure-Bre- d
of
Relation
the
Second Publication.
Hog
Room 16, Page Bldg
Complainant )
to Average Nebraska Farmer
v.
) No. 1005, IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITHHENDRIX
JOHN
WITT
FOR SALE OR RENT:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
LUIGI LIBERATI
)
Equity.
The Brave Man
Pastor of The Meth .dist Church
modern house. Adobe building, adobe
OF McKINLEY AND STATE
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Respondent. )
Redd "He's
what I call a really
rentCan
be
rooms
Residence 300 3rd Street.
OF NEW MEXICO
partitions, large
SUBPOENA IN CHANCERY
U. S, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
brave man."
ed, single, or made in 2 four-roo.Phone No. 288.
To
Chas. Vidal,
do
mean
"What
Greene
August 13, 1923.
by
you
100-foflats.
frantage, facing the Atilome in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. M that?" ,
LUIGI LIBERATI.
Respondent,
Plaintiff,
Notice is hereby given that Juan
121
Sullivan
Ave.,
No. 2030 Chabes y Jaramillo, of Ramah, N.
vs.
Harvey House,
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
Redd "Well! He lets his , wife above named.
first house west of Santa Fe Hotel
You will take notice that there has Edward Costetti, E. Howard
on August 17, 1916, made homecar
drive
Your
his
he's
Service
All
when
it."
Hours.
At
in
At
Owner on property.: Can be bought
been filed in the aforementioned court Thorch, and the Bubany- stead entry, No. 027493, for SE,
reasonable.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, a complaint Henderson Lumber Company,
Section 34, Township 10 N., Range 15
MRS. J. W. GREEN
NOTICE OF SUIT
you, the general objects of a partnership, and Josie
against
W., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
...
o
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, COUNTY which are to concel the certificate of Montoya,
of intention to make three year
DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
'
NOTICE OF LETTING
OF McKINLEY, IN THE
Defendants.
citizenship issued you by the District
Proof, to establish claim to the land
BIDS FOR CONCESSIONS
DISTRICT
COURT.
Court for the County of McKinley, NOTICE OF SPECIAL
above described, before U. S. Com- v.;: dentist
".
JohniThomas Myrick,
MASTER'S SALE missioner, at Ramah, McKinley Co.,
state of New Mexico, on the 18th day
Office: Worm Building
Sealed bids will be received until
Plaintiff,
Notice Is Hereby Given, that under N. M., on the 22 day of Sept., 1923.
of October, A. D. 1921, and you are
ofat
the
M.
28,
P.
1923,
6:00
No. 2173 Divorce hereby notified that unless you enter and by virtue of an order of the
vs.
August
New Mexico
Gallup
Claimant names as witnesses:
fiPB of the secretary oitne inter-1'r- v
Helen Mildred Myrick,
in the said cause on court dated the 26th day of May, 1923,
Valentine Marino, Ciaromilio Garappearance
your
Ceremonial
Association,
hal Indian
Defendant,
or before the first day of November, and by virtue of an order of the court cia, Estaban Baca, Aciano Mares, all
Court
House,
To the Above Named Defendant:
Chamber of Commerce,
1923, judgment will be rendered in dated the
day of August, 1923, of Ramah, N. M.
You are hereby notified that a suit said cause against you by default, and in the above entitled and numbered
for the following concessions:
A. M. BERGERE,
of
ham,
No. 1: Lunch, consisting
has been filed against you in the said the said certificate of naturalization cause which is a suit or action whereRegister.
tmrcArfl. etc
court and county by the above named will be cancelled.
named
above
the
in
plaintiff sought (1972)
W. BROSE, M. E. plaintiff, in which the said plaintiff WITNESS the Honorable Colin and
No. II: Cold Drinks, consisting of J
recovered judgment against the First Pub. Aug. 18.
foa mum. soda water, etc.
prays for divorce on the grounds of Neblett, United States District Judge above named defendants, and each of Last Pub. Sept. 22.
No. Ill:
Noveltits, consisting of
desertion. You are further notified for the District of Nav Mexico, this them in the sum of Twenty-Si- x
Hun
GENERAL ENGINEERING
ballons, canes, cushions, etc.
that unless you enter or cause to be 1st day of August, A. V. iws
dred ($2600.00) Dollars, as principal,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
No. IV: Candy, consisting of peacause'
entered your appearance in said
WM. ROSE,
PRACTICE
interest and attorney's fees by the
(SEAL)
on or before the twenty-sevent- h
nuts, popcorn, candy, etc
U. S. District Court terms of the promissory note made DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Clerk.
day
Each concession shall require a sepof September, 1923, judgment will be
and provided, with interest on said U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
District of New Mexico.
Architectural Service In
arate bid.
rendered in said cause against you by The name and address of the Plain- Twenty-Si- x
Hundred ($2600.00) Dol
Aug. 13, 1923.
deto
be
will
bidder
required
Each
Connection
Notice is hereby given that Ira K.
default and the relief prayed for will tiff's attorney is George R. Craig, lars at the rate of 10 percent per an
the
Indian
of
be granted.
posit with the secretary
United States Attorney, Post Office num from the 26th day of May, 1921, Westbrook, of Crown Point, N. M.,
Ceremonial Association, without
The name of the plaintiff's attor- and business address, Albuquerque, and together with judgment for all who, on November 17, 1919, made
deCheck
of
210H WEST R. R. AVENUE
dorsement, a Certified
v
ney is John R. McFie, Esq., whose New Mexico.
moneys expended under the mortgage Homestead entry, No. . 030499, for
f ,
office address is Gallup, New (1958)
posit on one of the local banks in the
deed securing all the aforesaid in Southwest Quarter, Section 28, Townpost
MEXICO
NEW
GALLUP,
sum of 25 percent of the total amount
Mexico.
debtedness and for all moneys ex ship 20 N., Range 13W., N. M. P.
First Pub. Aug. 4
bid as a guarantee that he will enter
NAT GARCIA, '
C. SEAL)
Pub. Sept. 15.'
under the foreclosure of said Meridian, has filed notice of intenLast
(D.
pended
into contract if awarded him accordClerk.
,
and all of the costs of this tion to make Three year Proof, to
,
County
mortgage
ing to the terms of his bid within five
be taxed by the Clerk of the establish claim to the, land above '
to
action
WITH(1980)
COURT
PROBATE
IN
THE
days after notification of the award,
First Pub. Aug. 18.
above court, and obtained also a de- described, before United States ComIN AND FOR THE COUNTY
when the balance of bid shall become
8.
Pub.
Last
cree of foreclosure of said mortgage missioner, at Gallup, McKinley Co,
Sept.
STATE
McKINLEY
AND
OF
C.
DANIELS
due and payable. , Should the success
OF NEW MEXICO
against all of the above named de- N. Mex., on the 20th day of Sept,
ful bidder refuse to enter into con,
fendants and upon the land and real 1923.
In the matter of the
EXPERT CARPENTER
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tract with the Directors of the CereClaimant names as witnesses:
estate hereinafter described and
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR Estate of Granville Brock.
monial Association, then the Certified
and
No. 218 wherein the defendants, Bubany- - T. H. McCullough, of Thoreau, N.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. deceased.
Check shall become forfeited as
B. E. Harrvy, of Thoreau, N.
BUILDER
August 15, 1923. NOTICE OF FINAL SETTLEMENT Henderson Lumber ofCompany, a part- Mex.,
damages, and the money
Mex., B. D. Westbrook, of Crown
the
composed
George
Given:
Is
That
Bubany,
nership,
Notice
is
Climaco
Notice
that
Hereby
into
be
given
the
turned
hereby
realized therefrom
of the and r. V. Henderson, and Ueorge Bu- Point, N. Mex., C. W. Burnham, of
Diaz, of Raman, N. M.,'. who, on undersigned administrator
Indian
Treasury of the Inter-TribCrown" Point, N. Mex.
Yon
of
Give
Hours
Will
Granville
deceased,
estate
bany and P. D. Henderson, by
Brock,
made
homestead
1921,
20,
Eight
entry,
April
Ceremonial Association.
A. M. BERGERE,
and
obtained
judgand
his
Honrs
Work
sought
final
has
for
filed
Section
No.
all
report
petition
of
for
Eight
037006,
4,
The Board of Directors reserve the
Edward
Regiater. '
the
ment
defendants,
such
against
for
as
7
N,
N..
M.
17
administrator;
W.,
'
Range
Township
discharge
right to reject any or all bids.
P. Meridian, has filed notice - of inten, and that the above entitled court has Costetti, and Josie' Montoya, and E. (1974)
'
(Signed) M. E. KIRK, Pres.
18.
Pub. Aug.
tion to make three year Proof, to set the 4th day of September, 1923, at Howard Thorch, and each of them in First
(Attest) J. S. FARMER, Sec.
15.
Pub.
Last
. . ,. t.
Hundred
of
Seventeen
sum
the
FortyA.
the
Sept
o'clock
of
e
at
M.,
10:00
establish claim to the land above
hour
848--

HERALD WANTS

for

pen

scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
ttaman, MCKtmey (Jo., N. M., on the
cn aay oi uctooer, ms.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Luis Chaves, Juan A Garcia, Salo
tnon Diaz, Ines Peralta, all of Atar
:
que, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,

For District Court
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Jack
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morning
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large
cover
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'seven
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full
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party was given at the reels of "Safety Last" thst would tend most delghtful love stories ever
A'vnce was given at the Irving A birthdsy
'
white-&- a.
the
to
.
Ranch
in to question the reality of the thrill screened, with Mildred Cavis, of
tiijrment
Monday afternoon
Kaneb by the Cox's and Johnson's. Vogt
1
1
T
J
immen- - honor of Evon Junior's fifth birth- stuff.
themselves
Evnrvena
i -- r. ana
avnu
enjoyed
oaepsra
;'.... ...'
,'j,
un.'
ah;
course, being the young lady in the
', ,.'
: ,t:
their new adobe bungalow, last se!y and at late hours in the morning day. .
is not all case. As the worshipping goung man,
Last,"
however,
"Safety
J-'''r.:
;.'
Esra Merril wm in. Ramah Sunday thrtili. The first 'part contains the
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Ross Chevrolet Co.
Buys Hummet Place

You'll be surprised

AND

CHiLPPTN

J

at the quality and value.

N. A. Ross Chevrolet Company
have bought out the Rudy Hununes
place on Railrosd avenue and, "wilt '
talc, charm next Mondav. The new
place will provide a much better blace
for the display of Chevrolet cars; and
a complete stock of Chevrolet acceaV.
'
sories will be carried.
,

See

special window display.
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Chickens Layinj
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SAN RAFAEL. Cel.."
have been
nhiekena that lav en-nodiscovered here, as the result of a prohibition raid at the home of Mrs. Ade
:
laidetCode.?; ..',,
Prohibition agents raided the Code.,
home, arrested Lucian Gtie ind his
wife, and poured 4000 gallons of liquor into the chicken yard. The chick -v.
ens immediately staged a bacchanalian orgie with the illicit ingredients.
Tjito tniiav a neiarhbor borrowed a '
Code egg and whipped it into a glass
of milk. The effect was a cross
TNT. and a flagon of the
queen's best. Instantly, there was a '
rush for Code eggs..
Prohibition stents are now looking
up the Volstead act to see if an auto
.vum
laid oj an
matic egg-no- g
chicken is illegal.
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NOW

This Club Will Be Known As The
Style Shop's Coat and Dress Club

en

Organized for the Benefit of the Women and. Misses of Gallup
and Vicinity who Desire to Dress Well and Economically
Without Having to Pay the Whole Amount At Once

REX PROGRAM
FOR NEXT WEEK

OUR PARTIAL PAYMENT CLUB
PLAN SMALL DEPOSIT WHEN YOU
BUY, THE BALANCE IN

'

PAYMENTS

i

SUNDAY

.

Mse Murray in

Best Clothing Value Obtainable
.. J(;

If

"THE FRENCH DOLL"
Charles Murray Comedy
"THE PILL POUNDER"
WEEKLY NEWS

m

AT PRICES RANGING FROM

MONDAY

012.45 to Q89e50

Repeating
"THE FRENCH DOLL"
'

A Small Deposit Secures any Garment for Future Delivery
Buy Your Fall Apparel now with .Small Deposit

Your Style Is Here

0

Your Size Is Here

'

Do Not Get This Offer Confuted With The

Usual "Small Payment Plan" Methods
At The Style Shop you get the same standard quality clothes that
are sold every day in our store at regular cash price Garments that
are carefully tailored of dependable fabrics and guaranteed to give
the wearer satisfactory service.
Sizes to fit regulars, stouts, shorts, longs and extra sizes.
The Fabrics Charmeen, Twill Cord, Duvet De Laine, Veldine, Ger- ona, Oriona and Velona in the new fancy weaves.
Conservative Models for The Business Women, Sport Models for the
Young Miss, and the extreme Jazz Models, as well as the neat
c
straight lined and Tie Sides are alt here.
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TUESDAY
Katherhie McDonald in
"WHITE SHOULDERS"
AESOPS FABLE
TOPICS OF THE DAT
VAUDEVILLE

u

.

WEDNESDAY

Here's the Plan
Come in and select the Garment
you want; have same fitted to
your exact liking. You then make
a Small Deposit. The balance
you pay in payments Isn't that
e a s y and convenient. You'll
hardly miss the money.

'

HAROLD LLOYD in
"SAFETY LAST"
(7 Reels)

DD?PY DOO DAD COMEDY

THURSDAY
Repeating
"SAFETY LAST"
v

FRIDAY

Repeating
"SAFETY LASP

'

.

,

SATURDAY
Agnes Ayers in
"DAUGHTER OF LUXURY"
Mermaide Comedy
"THE BUSHER"
WEEKLY NEWS

Cor. Coal Ave.

Second St.
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COMING:
Norma Talmadge in
"WITHIN TE3 LAW
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